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ZXZCUTIVZ Sumter

Based on economic and environmental  oil spill! criteria, a
Long Island impact area was delineated to include prospective
drilling areas which would be likely to have an impact on the
Island. This area is bound by 39o30'N on the south, the New
Jersey and Long Island coast lines �4 W! on the west, 41 N on
the north, and 70 20'W on the east. Drilling and production within
parts of this area could have significant economic and environmental
impacts on Long Island.

Using two geological assumptions, concerning AOCS energy resource
locations, a range of hydrocarbon reserve estimates for the impac
area were developed. Reserves would. likely range from . 5 to . 9
billion barrels of petroleum, but could range from 0 to 1.8
billion barrels, or higher. Natural gas reserves would. likely
range from 3.2 to 6. 0 trillion cubic feet, but could range from
0 to 12. 1 trillion cubic feet, or higher. These reserve estimates
should be considered. specu1ative, and were d.eveloped. for purposes
of analysis only.

2.

Based on the reserve estimates and prior work by the authors,
a hypothetical leasing schedule was prepared for each alternative
assumption concerning hydrocarbon locations. Lea.sing in the Lon'
Island impact area could begin as early as 1976 and. continue for
two to seven years given the assumptions of our analysis.

3 ~

4. Oij and. gas production could, then, cammence as early as 1981 and.
continue beyond the year 2000. Using the .9 biU.ion barrels
reserve figure, peak oil production from the region would be less
than 150,000 barrels per day �5 milU,on per year!. Natural gas
production would be 959 million cubic feet per day  .35 trillion
cubic feet per year!. However, economic and environmental impacts
could begin with exploratory drilling as early as 1976 or 1977.

Using a previously developed model desi~ed to optimize private
producer decisions, the time streams of production, investment
and federal government revenue were generated, and the investment
costs subdivided into various components such as exploration,
platforms, and. pipelines.

50

Total investment costs amounted to about $2.7 billion over the
development period. The discounted, value of federal government
revenue from royalties and bonus payments came to $.7 billion,
and from taxes $.4 billion for a total of $1.1 billion. If the

This study attempts to evaluate some of the potential economic impacts
on Nassau and Suffolk counties of Long Island. which could result fram
Atlantic Outer Continental Shelf  AOCS! leasing. The major conclusions
of the study are briefly stated in this executive summaLry.



federal government should. agree to grant states and localities
37 1/2 percent of bonus and royalty income, this could. represent
about $270 million in government income for the region  discounted!.

7. Direct econamic impacts on Long Island were estimated for both
employment and sales. The employment impact would. be no more
than 6, 300 workers, less than one percent of the existing Long
Island work force. Sales impacts could. range fram $138 to $265
million.

8. Quantitative estimates of recreation and fishing losses due to
oil spills were not developed. due to inadequate data on physical
phenomena. The analysis showed a minor chance of an oil spill
affecting the Island. fram outside the impact area, but up to a one
in three chance of s large spill beaching on Long Island. from
drilling sites within the impact area. Information needs and the
analytical process need for further work in this area weze discussed.
in detail.

Indirect impact multipliers were developed which could be applied
to any dizect impact estimates to derive the magnitude of indirect
effects. These multipliers clustered in the area of 3. 2.

The refinery location issue was evaluated with the aid of previous
studies. It appears highly unlikely that future refineries would.
be located on Long Island. Hence, no refinery associated, impacts
were estimated.

9

10.

ll. From estimating recoverable reserves to projecting direct and
indirect economic impacts, this analysis is fraught with uncer-
tainty. Decision makers should consider not on+ the quantitative
estimates but also the high d.egree of uncertainty in these estimates.

12. Finally, and perhaps most important, this analysis has not compared
the econcnic conditions with and without AOCS oil leasing and
development. It has only evaluated some of the like+ effects
of initiating AOCS production. It, has not evaluated the likely
regional development pattern in the absence of AGCS development.
In particular, it has not estimated the economic or environmental
impacts of increased. petroleum imports  via tanker! into the
region. The correct decision framework is to ccmpare projected
conditions with and without AOCS leasing, not before and, after
leasing.

Despite the existing complexities and uncertainties, AOCS leasing
decisions can and will be made. It is hoped that this analysis and those
which have preceded. it will s.ssist Long Island officials in developing
and, advocating policy measures in the interest of the citizens of Long
Island and of the United States.

iv

This summary cannot possibly capture the totality of the analysis.
Headers aze urged to continue through the report in order to obtain a
fuller understanding of the complexities and uncertainties involved in the
analysis.
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Atlantic Outer Continental Shelf Energy Resources:
Economic Implications for Lang island.

INTRODUCTION

The nation faces a dilemma over energy policy. National security and
considerations of economic independence seem ta dictate the need for a
reduction in energy imports. Most public officials, regardless of political
orientation, agree on this point, although the extent and timing of' any
decrease is subJect to less of a cansensus. Yet to achieve any sizeable
reduction, new sources of domestically produced energy will need to be developed
and/or substantial changes in energy consumption must occur. In either case,
the economic and social costs will be high. But what is the proper mix and
timing of the actions required? The questions are obvious+ national in
scope. There are no simple answers. We decision making process must begin
with an analysis and, campaxisan af the various alternatives available.
In the end, however, the decisians must be made in the political arena
where all of the various alternatives can be weighed with respect to their
environmental, ecanomic and social benefits and costs.

In this process, it is important that each region, affected. by ane or
mare of the alternatives, 1earn and canmunicate to decision makers as much
as possible about the potential regional impacts. Only in this way, are
such impacts likely to be given adequate consideration. On the east caast,
one of the alternatives being proposed is development of the Atlantic Outer
Continental Shelf  AOCS! for production of petroleum and natural gas. As
a consequence> this study was commissioned by the Nassau-Suffolk Regional
Planning Board. in an attempt ta better understand the ecanamic impacts of
such a development. Camprising the bulk of Long Island., these two counties
are likely to be affected by any AQCS leasing activity undertaken by the
Federal Government. On the other hand, sa Uttle is known about actual
hycLrocarban resources on the AOCS that any evaluation of this type must be
considered speculative. Nonetheless, policy decisians at the national level
will be based on existing information, and this same pool of information can
farm the basis of an evaluation regarding Long Is1and.

Exogenous factors often affect the econamic and social life of regions.
Whether these impacts shauld. be considered positive or negative by the region
in question is not always a simple question ta answer. Normally, any econamic
change can be expected. to make certain sectaxs of an econamy bettex off and.
others warse off. A x egion most face both this distribution question anIi
the issue of whethex the net impact of these forces will result in an overall
gain ar loss.

Zn the following discussion, three major issues will be considered.
Fix'st, we will laak at the potential impacts  both gross and. net! of AOCS
activities on employment and incame within the Long Island. region. e1hen
assessing alternative futures, however, it will be assumed that the most
important aspects are net changes. Gross effects say nothing about overall



well-being within a region. For most planning purposes, decision makers are
interested in improvements in social welfare and net effects are a more useful
indicator for this purpose. However, both the direct and indirect impacts
on employment and income must be considered in evaluating net impacts. Second,
required. changes in the provision of and expenditures for public services
should. be separate+ evaluated. Only in this way can the local fiscal effects
of AOCS leasing be understood and an appropriate basis for sharing public
revenues derived.. Third, potential changes in the recreation and fishing
sectors due to offshore petroleum production will also be analyzed, since
these activities are likely to be most heavily impacted by any adverse environ-
mental considerations of AOCS development.

The remainder of this report is divided into three chapters. Chapter
2 reviews the AOCS production possibilities for the hQd-Atlantic region.
Hypothetical reserve estimates by region are provided. along with pro!ected
costs of exploration and development. Alternative assumptions on timing and
location of offshore 1easing are analyzed to determine the sensitivity of
analytical resu1ts to the leasing schedule. In Chapter 3, the economic
and social impacts of potentia1 AOCS hydrocarbon production on Nassau and.
Suffolk counties are examined. Included in this ana+sis are potential impacts
of exploration, development and. producti~e activity. Their direct and. indirect
income and employment impacts will 'be the focus, but fiscal implications for
local governments will also be reviewed. The onshore implications  i. e.,
refinery activity! of any OCS activity will be included in the analysis. A
separate ana1ysis of potential impacts on recreation and fishing will be
provided, to the extent that data permits. Chapter 4 reviews the effects of
infomation constraints on the analysis.



THE ATLANTIC OUTER CONTINENTAL SHELF:
GEOLOGY, POTENTIAL RESERVES, PRODUCTION

COSTS AND LEASING POSSIBILITIES

This chapter discusses the production possibilities and proJected.
production costs for the Atlantic Outer Continental Shelf with particular
emphasis on the Long Island area. Hypothetica1 petroleum reserve estimates
by region are developed along with regional proJections of production costs.
Alternative assumptions on timing and. location of offshore leasing are
provided to test the sensitivity of the impact ana3ysis to the characteris-
tics of the leasing program.

Geolo and Potential Reserves: For the AOCS, s, wide range of speculative
estimates of recoverable oil reserves have been calculated.. This range is
due, in part, ta the diff'erent approaches used, for evaluation of wildcat
 unexplored! areas. There are two maJor approaches to calculating specu-
lative reserves  Theobald.!. One approach, the geological, relates the area
or volume of rock potentially containing oil or gas  sedimentary deposits!
to known reserves of' oil or gas in simi1ar geologic areas. A second, approach,
the mathematica1, proJects future trends from past statistics and. only
implicitly considers trends in geological or technological factors. At
the national level, the National Petroleum Counci3., the U. S. Geological
Survey  lgf2!, the Potential, Gas Committee, Pratt, and Weeks all use the
geological method of calculating reserves. Hubbert of U. S. Geological
Survey �974! and Moore use the mathematical approach  Council on Environ-
mental Quality; Russell; Weeks; Theobald.!.

Speculative estimates of recoverab3 e oil reserves on the AOCS range
from 5 to 20 billion barrels of oil. Those using the mathematical approach
to reserve estimation generally arrive at estimates in the low end of the
range. The estimates presented, and. used. in this study are based primarily
on the geologic approach using the methods deve1oped in a study by Spivak
and. Shelburne  p. 1306!. They estimated the total volume of sedimentary rock
on the AOCS and slope and. used a factor of 71,000 barrels of oil per cubic
mile of sedimentary pock to arrive at recoverable reserve estimates for the
area north of the 33 paralle1. This factor is based. upon average recovery
for all known hydrocarbon deposits in the United States. For the area
south of the 33 paralle1, a factor of 15,000 bbl. per cubic mi1e of sediment
was used. ']his was based. on estimates of ultimate production and volume
of sedimentary rock in several basins of the United States similar geo3.ogi-
cally to the onshore areas of South Carolina and Georgia. Estimates of
recoverable gas and natural gas liquids were calculated by app1ying the
ratio of expected gas to oi3. production in the United, States as a whole to
the AOCS speculative oil reserve estimates. 'lhe factor for natural gas
was 6. 7 Mcf per barre3. of' crude oil. For natural gas liquids, the factor
is .201 barrels per barrel of crude oil  p. 1308!. Both associated and non-
associated gas were included in the gas estimate.

Table 1 s~izes the Spivak and. Shelburne estimates of speculative
recoverable reserves for the AOCS. In addition, estimates from other sources



Table l.--Estimates of Undiscovered Economically Recoverable Oil and. Gas in
the Atlantic OCS

Recoverable

 biLli b j !  trillion cubic feet!Crud.e Oil

biLl.ion barrels

Spivak and Shelburne

2
U. S. Geological Survey

Nati ona3. Petroleum Council

67.010. 0

10-20 55-110

54. 55.8

19National Petroleum Council-

Potential Gas Cammittee4

Potential Gas Committee 35

The Spivak and Shelburne estimates include 5.30 bi11ion barrels of oil
and 36. 0 trillion cubic feet of natural gas for the Atlantic OCS north of
latitude 33, .20 billion barrels of oil and 1.0 trillion cubic feet of
natural gas for the Atlantic OCS south of latitude 33 . They also estimate
that there is 3.30 billion barrels of oil and 22.0 triMion cubic feet of
natural gas north of latitude 33 on the continenta1 slope and 1.20 billion
barrels of oil and 8. 0 trillion cubic feet of natural gas south of latitude
33 on the cantinental slope.

2 The U. S. Geological Survey �974! estimate includ.es both crude oil and
natural gas liquids, so it may be 15 to 20 percent higher than for crude oil
onlye

The National Petroleum Council �972! estimate includes 10.75 bilU.on
barrels of oil-in-place for the Atlantic offshore area north of latitude
33 , 1.75 billion barxe1s for the offshore area south of 33 to the Floxida
boundary, and. 1.90 billion barrels for the Florida offshore. The 14.4 billion
barrels total was convex'ted. to ultimate production with a 40 percent recovery
efficiency.

4
The National Petroleum Council C~ttee on Possible Futuxe Petroleum

Provinces �970! presents independent estimates of recoverable oil resources
but uses the Potential Gas Ccjmmittee's 1968 estimate for ultimate natural gas
production from the Atlantic OCS.

The Potential Gas Committee estimate includes the entire Atlantic offshore
area, except Florida, to a depth of 1,500 feet  U. S. Geological Survey,
"Canparison and Discussion of Same Estimates of United States Resources of
Petroleum Liquids and Natural Gas," 1972!.



are shown for comparison. All are based upon a geologic approach to hydro-
carbon estimation. The variation in estimates can be explained by two principal
factors: �! the delineation of areal extent in the Atlantic and the feasible
production areas designated for inclusion in the estimation process, and
�! the expected content of oil and natural gas deposits per unit, of sedimentary
rock  Council on Environmental Quality, pp. 2-14!.

The two AOCS areas with the largest reserve potential are the Georges
Bank and Baltimore Canyon areas. Georges Bank lies about 40 miles off Cape
Cod. lt is between 200 and 2l5 miles long and. up to 25 or 30 miles wide at
its midpoint. Water depth in the Sank varies from 250 to 660 fee'- and
increases rapidly fram 660 to 6,600 feet on the ad!acent slope. Structure
depth for the sedimentary rock underlying this area has been estimated. at
between .8 and 2.5 miles thick depending upon the specific sub-region in
question, On the basis of these volume estimates and using the Spivak and
Shelburne content 4 oefficients, a median recoverable reserve estimate of l. 3
billion barrels of oi1 and 8.6 trillion cubic feet of natural gas is derived.

The Baltimore Canyon Trough lies off the Delaware and New Jersey coasts.
It is approximately 125 miles 1ong, about 50 miles wide at its center and. 5
to l0 miles wide at its northern and southern extremes. Water depth in the
Canyon and. westward varies between 200 and 660 feet, with most of the ares,
lying in 200 to 300 feet of water. On the continental slope, water depth
rapidly increases to as much as 6,600 feet. Structure depth for the sedimentary
rock underlying this area has been estimated at between 1.4. and. 2.6 miles
depending upon the specific sub-region in question.. On the basis of these
volume estimates and using the Spivak and. Shelburne content coefficients,
a median recoverable reserve estimate of 2.17 billion barrels of oil and
14. 54 trillion cubic feet of natural gas is derived. ~

Georges Bank and the Baltimore Canyon were selected for special consider-
ation because they are the most prominent and promising geologic features off
the Atlantic coast. Most experts consider Baltimore Canyon as the area which
offers the best potential for significant petroleum discoveries. The general
location of these areas is shown in Figure l. The remaining acreage on the
Atlantic Outer Continental Shelf and slope was not suMivided to a comparable
level of detail for this analysis. Rather, the total remaining area north
and. south of the 33o parallel is shown along with a breakdown between the
continenta1 shelf and the continental slope. Although substantial quantities
of hydrocarbon deposits might be expected in these areas, in the aggregate,
the extent of possib1e discovery zones does not warrant a further breakdown
a,t this time.l

Table 2 summarizes the resu1ts of applying the Spivak and Shelburne
estimation methods to sub-regional areas in the AOCS. Based upon our calcu-

1
The area on the Atlantic OCS south of the 33 latitude has a substantiaUg0

lower potential for oil entrapment than the area north of the 33 latitude.
0

This lower potential is caused. by the high percentage of carbonate rock in
the area  Spivak and. Shelburne, p. 1308!.
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lations of areal extent for each sub-region  using U. S. Geological Survey
maps!, structure depth estimates for the various sub-regions  from Spivak
and Shelburne! and their hydrocarbon content coefficients for the northern
and southern AOCS, potential median resource values were calculated. For
each median estimate, a high and low value was computed to bracket a probable
range  based upon other studies!. The spread. was based. upon a high value of
twice the median and a low of one-half' the median. The estimates assume that

hydrocarbon deposits are spread uniformly over the designated spatia1 areas
in proportion to the volume of sedimentary rock. Eence, potentia1 resource
values may be incorrectly distributed if hydrocarbon pooling has taken place
in an alternate way  as is highly likely given the size of the regions being
discussed!. It is recognized that the geologic extrapolation approach is only
valid for large areas and cannot be reliably used for estimates of small areas.
Nonetheless, the regional and. sub-regional extrapolations do offer one set
of assumptions on hydrocarbon distribution which is useful for analysis.
Alternative assumptions regarding the pooling of hydrocarbons can and will be
uti1ized, as appropriate, in the subsequent evaluation to indicate the
sensitivity of policy analysis to such factors.

In Table 2, the AOCS is subdivided into the ma!or structural features
of the Mid and North Atlantic -- the Baltimore Canyon and the Georges Bank
azeas, the Long Island impact area, and other shelf and. slope areas. The
resource estimates are classified by water depth in Table 3. Development of
resources in water depths only up to 1500 feet was considered to be techni-
caLly feasible within the time frame of this analysis.

The division between Mid and North Atlantic was somewhat arbitrarily
set at 40 N for purposes of cost calculations in this study. The Long Island
impact area was also subdivided at 40 N for purposes of analysis. South of
40 N the Long Island impact area consists of the northern portion of the Bal-
timoze Canyon area and other shelf areas north of 39 30'N. The Baltimore
Canyon area includes the Baltimore Canyon Proper, the area. between the coast
and. the canyon, and. the area between the canyon and the continental slope.
In addition to these areas south of 40 N, the Long Is1and. impact area also
includes the area north of 40 N to 41 N bounded on the west by Long Island and
on the east by 70 20'W. Hence, the tota1 Long Island impact area is the area
bounded by 39 30' on the south, 41 on the north, the New Jersey and Long
Island. coasts on the west, and 70 20'W or the continenta1 slope on the east,

The Long Island impact area was derived using two separate criteria.
The area was designed to incorporate aU. locations that would likely have an
economic impact on Long Island through offshore support activities and/or al3.
areas from which an oil spill would be likely to beach on Long Island. The
first sub-area, the northern end of the Baltimore Canyon region, includes the
area between 39 30'N and 40 N. A1though there is up to a 20 percent chance of
spills south of this area beaching on Long Island in the spring  with no clean
up!, the minimum time to shore was estimated at, 54 to 61 days  Council on
Environmental @xality, pp. 6-9! which allows time for clean up or dispersion
of any spills that would occur. Probabilities in other seasons are much
lawez'. Chances of spills beaching from this portion of the impact area, itself,
are variab1e. In saae sections of the area, any chance of a spi11 beaching



Table 2. --Potentially Recoverable AOCS Hydrocarbon Estimates by Sub-Region

Average
Structure

Depth

Volume of

Sed.imentary
Rock

Cubic

Miles
Square
Miles

Miles

LONG ISLAND IMPACT AREA

1,43o2.6550

1.4 l~ 050750

2.0

65o65o 1.0

8,8oo8,800 1.0

OTHER ATLANTIC OCS AHEAS

7, 0401.64,400

7, 040
4,Z25

.8
2-5

8,8oo
1, 650

12,8702.64, 950

1.44,25o 5~ 950

3.$ 820
6, 750

2.0

3. 0

OTHER KCD AND NORTH ATLANTIC

SHELF AREAS 26,550

34. 2oo

1.0

05HER MID AND NORTH ATLANTIC

SZDPE AREAS l. 9

TOTAL N. 33 N

SHELF-SOFIA OF 33

SLOPE-SOULS, OF

TOTAL S. 33

TOTAL AOCS

TOTAL DEVELGPME5E POTENTIAL AOCS

13,600

21, 200

15, 000

78,4oo37

Based, on all areas in less than 1500 feet of water depth.
Source: Calculations based on National Petro1eum Counci1 �973! and Spivak and Shelburne

data.

Northern Baltimore Canyon Area
�9o30' to ~!
-Baltimore Canyon Proper
-Between the coast and.

the canyon
- Between the canyon and.

the slope

Other Shelf Area between

39o30s snd 40 N

Shelf Area between 40 N and
1 N and L.I. and 70o20eW

Georges Bank Area
-Georges Bank Proper
-East of the Bank and west

of the slope
-Continental Slope

Baltimore Canyon Area
-Baltimore Canyon Proper
-Between the coast and.

the canyon
-Between the canyon and.

the slope
-Continental Slope

910
2~ 250

26,55o

18, 000
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Table 3.--Potentially Recoverable AOCS Hydrocarbon Estimates by Water Depth

.90LONG ISLAND IMPACT AREA

OTHER MID- AND NORTH ATLANTIC
AREAS

-Baltimore Canyon area
-Georges Bank area
-Other shelf areas

-Other slope areas

l. 94
l. 29
1.89
2. 43

.46

.27
1. 48
l. 02

l. 89
.12

1. 46
1. 00

1. 89

.02

.02

2. 31.12

TOTAL-NORTH OF 3 N

SHELF-SOUTH OF 3 N

SLOPE-SOUTH OF 33 N

8. 453.045. 41.165 25

~ 2323~ 23

1. 18.06 l. 12

TOTAL-SOUTH OF N 1. 411. 12.29~ 23

4. 165. 48 9.86.22 5. 70TOTAL AOCS

on the Island would be remote  Devanney and Stewart, February 1974!. However,
Long Island. could potentially serve as a base of operations for OCS development
in the area, so it was included.. In general, it was assumed. that a base of
operations would not be established more than 100 air miles from the drilling and
production area. This distance could. be substantially reduced, however, if
logical a1ternatives to Long Island. exist at a more reasonable distance.

The second sub-area of potential leasing and production which could. affect
Long Island is the area east and. southeast of Long island. and immediately north
of the Baltimore Canyon area. This area is approximately bound by 40 N  on the
south!, 74 W, Long Island., 41 N, and 70 20'W  on the east!. Beyond. this area
the probability of a spill reaching shore on Long Island is always 10 percent or
less, and, usually much lower  Devanney and Stewart, November 1974!. There is little
chance of a spi11 reaching Long Island from the Georges Bank Area  Council on
Environmental Quality, pp. 6-7!. Exploration and production facilities located
anywhere in this impact area could. feasibly be serviced from a Long Island
base.



Production Costs: AOCS production costs will be composed of investment
and operating components. These components can, however, differ for the
various types of hydrocarbon discoveries  oil or natural gas!, for various
water and structure depths and for different climatic conditions. In ana-
Iyzing regional impacts of OCS activity, information on these factors and
their components is needed to ascertain some of the potential onshore
linkages and their magnitude. The following discussion will treat the overall
production cost issue. The overall magnitudes involved for the Long Island
impact area and the respective components of those totals will be taken up
at a later point.

A number of factors make up the investment costs required if p~ry
production from hydrocarbon reservoirs is to take place. For convenience,
they can be subdi>ided into two categories: exploration and devel.opment
costs. Zxploration costs includ.e those elements involved in determining
the location of hydrocarbons in preparation for drilling development wells
and initiating production. Development costs encompass a host of elements
required to install production wells, initiate production activity, transport
field output to estab1ished shore facilities and abandon a, dep1eted. field..

Several methods are commonly used to display per unit exploration and.
development costs. One approach calculates investment cost per barrel of
ultimate production  total recovery from the reservoir!. Another displays
costs on the basis of a "new daily 'barre3 " or "per barrel of daily capacity. "
That is, the investment cost required to produce a barrel of output dai+ per
year long period.. FinalIy, a variant of the "new dai1y barrel" approach can
be used -- the cost per unit of insta3J.ed  or peak! annual capacity. This is
equivalent to dividing the "new daily barrel" approach by 365. Given the
models used. to simulate leasing behavior, the latter definition will be used,
in this study  Kalter, et al., 1974!. The result can be compared, with the
cost per ultimate barrel approach, however, only by making limiting assumptions
with respect to factors like field life, decline rate and. installed capacity.
Since these factors are products of our model, the definition cannot be
used for ana3ytical purposes.

Generally, all exploratory activities, beginning with geophysical and.
geological surveys and concluding with the drilling of exploratory wells,
are included in exploration costs. However, for an analysis of leasing
behavior, only the cost of exploratory wells should be included since most of
the geological and geophysical surveying will be done prior to the lease sale.
Therefore, the se costs can be considered sunk in terms of an investment
decision. Furthermore, the cost of geological and geophysical surveys is
minimal compared. to other exploration and. production elements  U. S. Department
of the Interior, 1970, pp. 189-191!. The cost of exploration, then, is a
function of the cost of each exploratory weU. and. the number of wells which
are drilled on any given structure ox tract. The number of wells required to

2Another display often used is that of total system investment costs,
rather than per unit values. Gi ren associated. estimates of factors like
reservoir size, these can be translated to a va3.ue on the schedu3.e of unit
costs.
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explore s. structure and the discovery efficiency  success ratia! varies signi-
ficant1y among structures  Weaver, p. 13!. Discovery efficiency offshore
generally averages 10 percent or less, meaning that 10 percent of the exp1ora-
tor, weU.s are successful in locating ccemercial hydr carbon d.eposits  Ameri-
can Pe roleum Institu e, @outer+ Review, 1974!.

In estimating AOCS exp1oratian costs, estimates fram known areas will
be used as baseline infoxmatian fram which extxapolations can be made. In
this regard., Gulf of Mexico data appears most relevant and, appropriate. The
National Petroleum Council  Ocean Petraleen Resources, p. 9! has estimated
the cast of an exploratory we%. in the Gulf of Mexico  in 200 meters of
water! st g.7 million. They estimate that nine exp1oratory wells would,
be driU.pi for the average reservoir resu1ting in exploratory costs of $24.3
million. > Exploration costs would. not be expected to vary significantly
by type of hydrocarbon deposit or by reservoir size.

Deve1opment costs are a function of' a number of variables. Sane of these
are platform costs, water depth, structure depth  drilling depth!, percentage
of dual campletions, dry hole risk factors, drilling difficulty, labor costs,
climate, and others. As with exp1oratian costs, Gulf' of' Mexico cost data
can be d.etermined. and extrapolated to the AOCS.

Several studies have estimated development costs, by component,' for the
Gulf. In a draft working paper, NPC scientists have ca1cu1ated avex'age
development costs for application to three reservoir sizes, Coupled with
the exploratary casts discussed previously, these estimates provide a basis
for determining the total investment costs of reservoirs in the Gulf.
NPC assumes that the same exploratory and development expenses will apply
ta each of the three reservoir sizes considered. Table 4 details these
estimates, ad!usted to present values.

The production capabi1ity of each system is determined by reservoir
characteristics. The first system has a peak capacity of' approximately
15,000 bbl./day assuming 500 bb1./well/day X 36 producing wells X a .9
uuu~um efficient rate  MER! constraint on production. The second system
has a peak capacity of 30,000 bbl./dsy assuming 1,000 bbl.tweH/day and. the
third system has a peak capacity of 50,000 bbl./day assuming 1,500 bbl./
well/dsy. Na secondary or tertiary production costs are included in these
estimates. To determine the cost per unit af insta33.ed capscity, these ai1
production rates are adjusted far production of associated gas and natural
gas liquids. Converting on a revenue basis, using s, $. 50 price for gas and
a $11. price for natural gas liquids, the oil equivalent peak production levels
becca 16,517, 33,033, and 55,025 bbl. /day. Costs per unit of installed
capacity, in 3.974 dollars, for each reservoir size are @7.86, g.93, and

3A reservoir is not necessarily coterminous with a leasehold. However,
unitization is assumed in the ~sis. Thus, when reduced. to per unit va1ues
the derived. cost figures can be used for camparable locations and reservoir
sizes. Since this study deals with rather broad spatia1 areas, va1ues pertain-
ing ta the average reservoir are appropriate.
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Table 4.� Gulf of Mexica Investment Costs �00 meter water depth!

$ in millionsCoat Canponent

2 platforms I $15 million/unit
40 development wells tR $.5 million/unit
60 miles of 20" pipeline EI $15,000/inch/mile
2 sets of production facilities 8 $5 miLLion/unit
Storage
Future field improvements  recampletions!
Field, abandonment

30. 0
20. 0

18. 0
10. 0

2.0

1.6
1.8

83. 4Total develoynent casts

9 wells I $2.7 miU.ion/unit

Total investment casts 107. 7

Discount to present value using a 12 percent rate, yeax 8 for future
field. improvements and year 15 for abandonment.

$5.36, respectively. This is equivalent to $6,521, $3,260, and $1,956 per
new dai+ barrel.

As a check on these values, several other studies were reviewed. A
study dane for the Bureau of Mines used. another approach for calculating
petroleum production costs in the Gulf  U. S. Department of the Interior,
Bureau of Mines, 1972!. This study ca1culated all development costs for
a 20 and a 30 year oil production mod.el. For the 20 year model, development
costs were $32.5 million and installed  peak! capacity was 3,332,000 barrels
per year. Costs per unit of installed capacity were $9.75 or $3,560 per
new daily barrel. For the 30 year model, cost per unit of installed capacity
was $13. 34 or $4,869 per new dai~ barrel. These costs included the develop-
ment of associated gas and condensate production. Converting these outputs
to oil equivalents, the costs per unit of installed  peak! capacity becclne
$8.42 and. $U..17, respectively, or $3,073 and $4,077 per new daily barrel.
It is not clear in whet year these costs were calculated but they appear to
be about 1970.

Anather study used. the cast per barrel af ultimate production approach
to cost estimation  U. S. Department of the Interior, 1970!. That study
calculated. al1 the various exploration and deve1aynent ccmponents and presented
the costs per barrel of recoverable reserves added. For the Gulf of Mexico,
a range of $1,30 to $1. 35 per ultimate barrel resu1ted. Since no reserve
figures were indicated, these results were coupled with several of the NPC
reserve and capacity figures. This provides data for a rough order of



magnitude comparison to other methods. Using the NPC reservoir of 65
million barrels with a 30,000 barxel peak daily capacity, the costs were
$7.87 per unit of instaU.ed capacity and $2,871 per new dai+ barrel. With
the NPC reservoir of 175 million barrels and 50,000 barrel peak daily
capacity, the costs were $12.71 per unit of installed capacity and $4,638
per new dai+ barrel. These figures are calculated using $1.325 per ultimate
barrel of production. The values are probably in 1968 dollars, but it is
not specified in the study.

Table 5 lists the ~usted cost estimates by source and year. This
canparison may be mis3.eading, however. Withaut knowledge af the underlying
assumptions used in each approach, dexivation of a ccmmon unit for display
may be inaccurate. As indicated above, undex'lying assumptions are often
not' given by the various data sources. For example, the method. used. to convert
cost per ultimate barrel of production to cost per unit of initial capacity
was forced to utilize two data sources which were not necessari~ camnensurate,
Nonetheless, the canparison given in Table 5 is useful ta gain a raugh order
of magz6tude understanding of production costs on the Gulf.

Xn reviewing Table 5, the following technical issues shauld be kept
in mind:

l. Figures derived fram HPC data assume that total investment costs do
not vary with reservoir size. This is clearly a simpU.fication of the
real world.. Obviously, the number of platfarms, well develognent
costs, pipeline costs, and. production facility instaL1ations can
vary with reservoir size. Although the relationship between total
casts and. the reservoir size may not be linear, the NPC approach
would. tend to overestimate investment casts for small reservoirs.
Consequent>, the average NPC per unit investment costs, which are
a weighted. average of the costs for the three reservaix sizes
assuming equal proportions fox weights, may be sclnewhat overstated.
It is like~ that per unit investment costs actually take on the
foxm of a step function over a range af reservoir sizes.

2. Cost estimates fran the three sources listed in Table 5 may relate
to different water and structure depths. For example, although the
NPC estimates refer to a water depth of 200 meters �00 feet!
the Bureau of Nnes data relates to 33 meters �00 feet! and. the
Bureau of Land RLnagement studies to 100 meters or less �00 feet!.
As a result, per unit casts should be sanewhat lower but this would
depend upan changes in technology and. other factors.

3. The 1968 and. 1970 estimates fram the Bureau of K.nes and the Bureau
of Land Rmagement bear an unknown relationship to current production
costs on the Gulf. Inflation has tended to increase unit costs since
the earlier studies. However, increases in efficiency and. techno-
logical advances have probably lowered unit costs over the same
time period,. The net effect of these two forces is uncertain.

The estimates relating to the Gulf' of Mexico can be compared with x'ecent
studies on the Noxth Sea. Xt is apparent fram these studies that a consider-



Table 5. --Development and Exploration Costs

Unit of

Installed

Capacity

New

Daily
Barrel

YearSource

GULF OF MEXICO

NPC - 15,000 bbl./day

NPC - 30,000 bbl./day

NPC - 50,000 bbl./day

NPC - average

Bur. of Mines - 20 yr.  oil only!

Bur. of Mines - 30 yr.  oil ming!

Bur. of Mines - 20 yr.  tot. Hydroc. !

Bur. of Mines � 30 yr.  tot. Hydroc. !

BLM applied to NPC - 30,000 bbl.

BIZ applied to NPC - 50,000 bbl.

NORTH SEA

197"17.86 $ 6521

197432608. 93

19745 36 1956

10. 71 3911

3560 19709. 75

13 34 1970

30748. 42 1970

197011. 17

7. 87 2871 1968

463832. 71

2820 1974  Mar. !

1974  Nov. !

7 73Lenning

Ocean Construction 20. 55 7500

Derived by ca1culating a weighted average of the three NPC reservoir
sizes assuming equal weights.

able escalation in investment costs may have taken place recently. However,
estimates derived. from NPC data tend to bear an appropriate relationship
to those of the North Sea, given the locational variations in the two areas.
The exception to this is the value for a, 15,000 barrel per day reservoir.
As indicated. above, this value may be excessively high because of the
manner in which it was calculated.

AOCS Extrapolation: Given a review of the available investment cost estimates
for oil production in the Gulf of Mexico, the next step is to choose an
appropriate value  or range of values! for extrapolation to AOCS conditions.
Given their currency and apparent consistency with other studies, it appears
that the estimates derived by members of the National Petroleum Council would
be most appropriate for this purpose.



It must be recognized, however, that unit costs derived fran NPC data
may not properly specify the relationship between investment and. initial
insta1led capacity over various reservoir sizes. Moreover, to abtain an
average cost over all reservoirs, the distribution of reservoirs by size
must be known. For lack of appropriate information, we assume that equal
installed capacities would exist amang the three sizes discussed. Implicit
is the assumption that equal weights reflect the ~sriori heliei's of pro
spective bidders about the distribution. The complex relationships between
total initial investment, reservoir size and. other geologic characteristics,
economies af scale in investment, and other factors determining cost per
unit of installed capacity need. to be the subject of further research. None-
'theless, we believe the approach used here is an adequate first approximation
far this analysis»

Indices necessary to extrapolate Gulf of Mexico cost data, to the AOCS
have been prepared by the NPC for both exploration and develapment costs
{Ocean Petroleum Resources, pp. 9-11!. These values are reproduced in
Tab3.es 6 and 7. One difficulty with applying these values to the AOCS is
that ~ the North and South Atlantic are classified, not the Middle
Atlantic. Yet the Ba1timore Canyon, one of the more promising areas for
exploration, lies in the Middle Atlantic. On the basis of conversations
with government officials, however, cost estimates for the Middle Atlantic
were prepared using the midpoint of tvo climatic conditions -- moderate
and. severe. For this purpose, Middle Atlantic was defined as the area
between the 33 and the 40 parallels.

Another difficulty with the NPC extrapolation values lies in the fact
that they pertain on3y to water depths of 200 meters or greater. Same
geologically promising areas in the AOCS may be in lesser water depths.
In that case, costs may be somewhat overestimated, although the magnitude
is probably not large.

Table 8 summarizes AOCS production cost estimates for 200 meter water
depths, based upon application of NPC extrapolation indices to Gulf of Mexica
cost estimates derived fram NPC data. An estimate is provided. for each of
the three reservoir sizes and the average. The average value is the mean
cost of the three sizes. Estimates for other than 200 meters are not shawn
because their values, using current technolagy, make these areas econani-
cally marginal for development. When appropriate, however, they can be
calculated in a similar manner.

Operating costs for primary recovery of petroleum are less ambiguaus
than investment costs. A number of sources indicate that such costs in
the Gulf of Mexico are approximate3y $.50 per barrel  U. S. Department of
the Interior, l970; Weaver; National Petroleum Council, 1974!. For the
AOCS, we will use a value of $.55 per barrel based upon our conversations
with industry people.

Non-Associated Natural Gas: In the previous discussion, all joint exploration
costs were attributed ta oil discavery. In calculating production costs for
non-associated natural gas, we vi13. maintain the same assumption. Therefore,
only the development portion of investment costs will be considered. here.



Table 6. --Offshore Exploration Expenditure Indices
�. 0 = $2. 7 million per well in 1974 dollars!

Climatic Conditions

Water Depths
 Meters! ModerateMild.

�!
Severe

�!�!

�60'! 1.8O.8 1.0

500 �,650' !

BOO �,640'!

4, 000 �3,200' !

2.11.31.0

2.62.3 3 3

4. 34.03.8

Note: Typical of the various climatic conditions are:

�! Gulf of Mexico, South Atlantic, South Pacific, Northwest
Australia, Sea of Japan, Yellow Sea.

�! North Sea, Bay of Biscay, South Australia, Gulf of Alaska,
North Atlantic, North Pacific, West Coast of Canada, Nova
Scotia.

�! Senegal, Gabon, Honduras, Mediterranean, Java Sea, Persian
Gulf.
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Table 7. --Offshore Development and. Production Zxpenditure Indices
 l. 0 = $95 million per system in 1974 dollars!

Climatic Conditions

Water Depth
 Meters! Moderate

�!
Mild.

�!
Severe

�!

2.81.00.9

6.2

2.7 3.0

4.3 4.8 10. 2

Note: Typical of the various climatic conditions are:

�! Senegal, Gabon, Honduras, Mediterranean, Java Sea, Persian
Gulf.

�! Gulf of Mexico, South Atlantic, South Pacific, Northwest
Austra1ia, Sea of Japan, Ye13.cw Sea.

�! North Sea, Bay of 3iscay, South Australia, Gulf of Alaska,
North Atlantic, North Pacific, Vest Coast of Canada, Nova
Scotia.

Table 8.--Atlantic OCS Production Cost Estimates Per Unit of installed
Capacity for 200 Meter Water Depth

Average

$5. 36 17. 86

32. 21

10. 71

9.66 19 33

13. 8o 27. 6o

20o �6o'!

300  990'!

500 �, 650' !

l~ ooo �, 300' !

South Atlantic

Mid Atlantic

North Atlantic

8. 93

16. 11

23. 00



Although this is an approximation of the actual situation, it is a reasonable
approach to apply in wildcat areas as long as the value of crude oil maintains
its current high differential with natu"al gas.

The deve1opment cost for non-associated gas should, be substantially
lower than that fox oil reservoirs. Fewer wells would have to be drilled
for a comparable size reservoir perhaps eliminating the need. for additional
platforms. Storage costs would be substantially lawer, and other cost
components  such as transportation! would be reduced  ELLis, 1974! ~
It is estimated that the development cost for non-associated gas would. be
about two-thirds of the cost for an oil reservoir. Moreover, the pro-
duction and decline rate for non-associated natural gas are often insti-
tutionally determined. That is, the production rate often must be set
law enough to assure a steady supply of gas to meet long term contrac-
tual obligations. Hence, pxoduction level and decline are a function not
only of reservoir characteristics and econamic variables but a1so of
institutional constraints. For purposes of per unit cost, calculations,
the insta11ed capacity wilj. assume that recoverable reserves are depleted
in 18 years with a flat production profile. Cost per unit of installed
capacity for non-associsted. gas may then be calculated. Using component
cost estimates developed. in an earlier study  Department of the Interior,
1970, pp. 205-208! and assuming an 18 year production horizon with a
.001 production decline rate, the cost per unit of insta13.ed capacity is
approximately $1. 10 per Mcf in the Gulf. This figure represents the incre-
mental cost of developing a natural gss field assuming that the exploration
expenses are allocated to oil production. This cost estimate may be
ccxnpared with a cost figure of about $1.60, which includes exploration
expenses, obtained. fram proprietory sources. Hence, the estimate appears
to be approximately correct. However, more empirical research is needed.
for verification.

Operating costs fax natural gas production ranged fran $.04 to $.06
per Mcf in the Interior study  Department of the Interior, 1970, pp. 206-
208!. In the subsequent analysis an operating cost of $.05 per Mcf will be
used..

A othetical Leasi Pro am: There are over 75 million acres offshore on
the Atlantic shelf and. slope. Of this, a'bout 49 million acres are in less
than 1500 feet of water and thus suitable for ccmmercial development with
current techno1ogy. In designing a probable, but hypothetical, leasing program
for the AOCS, we assumed that two-third,s of the acreage available for camner-
cial development would be nominated for lease sa1es by the existing nond.na-
tion pxocess. Thus, 33 million acx'es would be offered over the life of the
program. Historically, about half the acreage nominated. and offered for sale
is actually leased by producers.

We further assumed that all the potential AOCS oil and natural gas
reserves are located under the acreage actual+ offered and. purchased. for
development. These assumptions, however, are not crucial to the ana1ysis.
On the other hand, the magnitude of estimated reserves is central to the
evaluation. For purposes of exposition, we will use the median resource
estimates from Table 2. These va1ues can be easily varied to test other
forecasts.
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Alternative annual sale scales were considered for our hypothetical
leasing program. Because of the low level af expected. reserves relative to
domestic demand., a three million acz'e annual offering was selected, for analysis.
This wau1d permit rapid development of the reserves pzesent yet be p~sica~
and. institutionally feasible. An annual sale of this size results in an eleven
year leasing pzogram for the AOCS under our initial assumption of 33 million
acres to be offered. Obviously, any alternative rate cauld be evaluated,
but the rate chosen appears most likeig at this writing.

The order in which specific areas would. be leased was decided an the
basis af reserve potential and expected. economic return. Fram the reserve
estimates in Table 2, each sub-region was ranked. according to the barrels
of oil per acre. Using a lease offering of three million acres per year,
sub-regions were leased in order of the expected. petroleum concentratian
derived above subject to an economic return constraint. In some cases the
profitability constraint caused. changes in the lease ord.ering because af expected
diffezences in production costs. For example, the Baltimore Canyon area would
likely be leased before the Gearges Bank because of the significantly lower
investment costs. Similarly, potentially productive areas on the continental
slope would. be leased last because of the significantly higher investment
costs. A camplete leasing schedule~ based. on these criteria, faz' the eleven
years is given in Kaltez, et al., 1974.

For nonspecific broad. areas such as Other North Atlantic she1f,
was assumed that the petroleum was equally divided over the area affered.
for lease. This assumption is important on+ insofar as it affects the
timing of sales and location of reserves. Alternative assumptions could
easily be employed.. For the nonspecific Atlantic shelf and slope areas
north af 33 , it was assumed that one-half would be considered North Atlantic
and, one-half Mid-Atlantic for investment cost purposes. The Mid-Atlantic
areas are leased. first because of greater expected. econaed.c return.

The othez' factor affecting a projected lease program is expected pro-
duction lags after the lease is granted.. In the Gulf of Mexico, a three
year production lag is common. However, since there has been na drilling
or facility development off the U. S. Atlantic coast, the initial production
lags are expected ta be higher. A five year production lag was assumed for
sales during the first year of leasing and. a four year lag for those in the
second.. All future sales were assumed to have a three year production lag.
The initial lags assume leasing begins no sooner than 1976. Hence, the
earliest production would be expected in 1981.

Issues of sale scale, location and anticipated production lags
raise a number of other interesting and. important aspects related to a
leasing pragram. Zxamples include the effects of manpowez and equipment
constraints or the implication af obtaining improved  public! gealogic
information pzior ta government leasing. These issues are not analyzed. here.
In not tzeating with these and other related. issues, we are not denying theiz'
importance; quite the apposite, for they deserve a full analytical treatment
which was beyond the scope of this ana+sis, but which will be possible at s,
later date.
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A leasing schedule for the Long Island. impact area is given in %bable 9.
This schedule is derived fram the hypothetical 3.easing schedule developed by
the authors in a previous paper  Kalter, et al., 1974, pp. 68-69!. Leasing
in the Long Island impact area could begin as early as 1976  year 3.! and
cantinue through 1982  year 7!. A total of 4.8 million acres could, be
offered for lease in the area containing .9 billion barrels of oil and. 6
trillion cubic feet of natural gas. Although leasing was assumed to begin
in 1976, productian was not projected to begin until 1981 because af an initial
lag in production of five years.

The area between 39 30'N and 40 N  the northern Baltimore Canyon area!
would. be leased. in the first four years of the les,sing program. One million
acres would be offered. for lease over the four year period potentia33y con-
taining .3 billion barrels of oil and 1.9 TCF of natural gas. This area
cantains CEQ drilling site 5  Council on Environmental Quality, p. 63!.

Table 9.--Hypothetical Leasing Schedule for the Long Island. Impact Area

Acres Oil

Offered  bil.
 million! bbl. !  TCZ!

Year

Nas.Years

l. 54-72 .23

.34.28

4. 15.623. 75

6.034. 75TOTAL

The area between 40 N and 41 N, east-sautheast of Lceg Island wou3d be
leased in years 5-7 �980-82! of the leasing program. The 3.8 million acres
offered could cantain .6 billion barrels of oi1 and. 4.2 TCF of natural gas.
Production in this area cauld commence in 1983 assuming a 3 year 3.ag far
development.

In summary, about 4.8 million af the 33 million acres projected ta be
leased. �4 percent of the total! cou1d. have an impact on Lang Island. This
area could contain about .9 bi13ion barrels of oil, 6.0 trillion cubic feet
of natural gas, and .2 billion barrels of natural gas liquids  abaut 16
percent of the estimated AOCS recoverable reserves!. If leasing begins in
1976, production cauld. camnence in 1981 and continue for 21 years through
2001  Kalter, et a1., 1974!.

An alternative hydrocarbon pooling assumption could. be used to test the
sensitivity of the results to the volumetric assumption used. It is highly
un&ke3y that amounts of hydrocarbon deposits greater than the estimates given
above would be found in the areas listed as other NJid or North Atlantic
 such as the area east-southeast of Long Is1and!. These areas are not nearly
as promising geolagica13y as the areas with much deeper structure depths.

1976-77 3.-2

1978-79 3-1-

1980-82 5-7

Baltimore Canyon Area

Other N.d-Atlantic Area

E-SE of ~ Is1and.
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'Ihe most 1ogica1 a1ternative is to assume that hydrocarbon depQsits are
concentrated in the most promising geologic formations. For the M.d- and. North
Atlantic, these would, be the Baltimore Canyon and the Gearges Bank. Thus,
in deriving alternate estimates based. on this assumption, we presume that
all hydrocarbon deposits previous~ estimated for the continental shelf north
of 33N �.3 bil. bbl.! are concentrated in Baltimore Canyon and Georges
Bank shelf areas with sedimentary deposits at least 1.5 miles deep. Within
these areas, it is assumed that deposits are divided in proportian to the
volume of sedimentary rock. This assumption provides a polar extreme to the
equal distribution assumption used. above.

Table 10 provides the alternative reserve estimates by sub-region based
on total petroleum depasits of 5.26 billion barrels on the shelf north of
33 N. Using these median reserve estimates, about .5 billion barre1s of oil,0

3.2 trillion cubic feet of natural gas and .1 billion barrels of natural gas
liquids could be faund in the Long Island, impact area. All of this could
be located at the northern end of the Baltimore Canyon south of 40 N  one
promising area i.s about 60 miles south of Long Island and. 60 miles east of
New Jersey!. Most of this resaurce would be leased in the first two years
of an accelerated. leasing program. Production cauld be expected to begin in
1981 and continue for at least fifteen years.

The timing of both reserve scenarios assumes a rapid leasing and develop-
ment program; results could be quite different under alternative schedules.
If the AOCS were leased at a slower rate, but reserve figures remain unchanged,
essentially the ssme impacts cauld be expected, but spread. out over a longer
time period. Reduced spi11 impacts could. possib+ occur if technological
advances in exploration and. production were made over the longer development
time period.. However, this difference would. probab+ be minimal considering
that production is not, expected to begin until 1981 in either case. The
impacts on Long Island would also be different if alternative reserve figures
were used. Since all AOCS reserve figures are hypothetical, the ~sis in
Chapter 3 wil1 be conducted using impact area reserve figures of 50 percent
and. 150 percent of the two alternatives listed above. The median reserve
estimates for the two alternatives range frcm .5 to . 9 billion barrels of ail.
The combined 1ow ta high range is fram .25 ta 1.80 'billion barrels of ail.
For natural gas the range is fram 1.6 to 12.1 trillion cubic feet. Ecananic
impacts will be estimated for this range of reserve estimates for the Long
Island. impact area. In this way, the sensitivity of the analytical results
to petroleum discovery rates can be tested.
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ECONOKEC AK! SOCIAL IMPACTS

In this chapter, the potential impacts on Long Island of leasing Atlantic
Outer Cantinental Shelf acreage for hydrocarbon exploration are evaluated.
Potential hydrocarbon reserves and their associated, production costs were
estimated in the previous chapter for that portion of the AOCS acreage
which could have potential economic impscts on Lang Island- These estimates
will be used here in determining the probable magnitude oX such impacts.

Development of offshore hydrocarbon resources proceeds in six general
stages. These steps pertain to each lease sale and the specific tracts
encompassed by the sale. They include:

1. Geophysical exploration,
2. Exploratory dri11ing,
3. Field development,
4. Hydrocarbon production,
5. Transpor tstion and storage, and
6. Processing  Council on Environmental Quality, 1974, p. 4-1!.

Of caurse, not all of the development stages are undertaken far a specific
leasehold. if exploratory activity determines an absence of commercial
hydrocarbon deposits. Consequent+, the potential effects of AOCS activity
on Long Island will vary with the stage of leasehold develoynent, the extent
to which development proceeds, the technical and economic factors associated
with the development of a given set of leaseholds, and the timing and locatian
of lease sales. Each development stage, relating to a specific leasehold
and in concert with the development activity taking place on all leaseholds,
can have potential impacts for Long Island as well as other geographical
areas within the United States. These impacts can either br positive or
negative and, depending upon one's point of view, may be interpreted
differentlg by individuals residing in the same region.

The remainder of this chapter will attempt to identify the more important
potential impacts to Long Island of AOCS develognent. In so doing, we make
no pretense of exhausting the possible implications which may accrue due to
the leasing of federal 1ands in this area. However, we will attanpt to
utilize the various OCS development stages as a guide through which the more
important potential impacts can be discerned. In each of these cases, a more
substantial evaluation will be undertaken.

The OCS Develo ent Process: To enable a better understanding of the
differential effects caused by each of the six development stages, a brief
description of the pxocess will be provided. Geophysical exploration includes
measurements of magnetic and gravity fields, seismic anaIysis, bottam sampling,
and bottom coring  Council an Environmental Quality, 1974, p. 4-1!. Geophysical
explorstion alone has a minimal effect on the anshore regions surrounding the
activity. Historical experience indicates no permanent environmental damage
would resu1t fram this type of activity. Since specialized crews and equip-



ment are needed, it i s unlikely that additional employment would be generated
fram onshore regians close to new wildcat exploration areas. Field crews are
small and. data processing normaLly takes place onshore at established
facilities of private sector firms. When extensive activity of this nature
takes place in a given area, a base of operations may need. to be established
on a temporary basis. In such cases, small amounts of additional income
may be generated. for the region surrounding the temporary base of operations.
Studies in the Gulf of Mexico indicate that recannais sance and detailed
seismographl.c exploration can be carried out for a given tract at a
cost of less than $150, 000  U. S. Department of the Interior, Of f shore
Petroleum Studies, 1972, pp. 10-11 ! . That figure i s for the total cont ract
cast to the firms involved and assumes water depths of 100 feet and distances
from shore of 50 miles. This type of activity normally takes place prior
ta a lease sale and is usually carried out by a consortium of companies who
plan on participating in the bidding process. Given the sma11 amounts of
manpower and dollars involved, it is Likely that any such activity in the
AOCS would have a minimal effect an Long Island. This i s particularly true
in view of the fact that the most likely temporary base of operations wou1d
be in the New York City harbor area.

The only way to determine accurately i f commerciaL quantities of oil or
natural gas exist under the ocean floor is through exploratory drilling.
This activity is normally carried out fram a drill ship or a semisubmersible
drilling rig. It i s during exploratory drilling that the possibility af well
blowauts resulting in hydrocarbon spills is the greatest. A blowout is caused
when a sudden increase in pressure in the hole being drilled results in loss
of control af the well and release of large quantities of oil or natural gas
into the ocean waters  Council on Environmental Qua1ity, 1974, p. 4-4! .
Hence, the environmental risks of a spiLJ. are greatest during the explora-
tion phase. On the other hand, potential impacts on regional income and.
employment are also greater in this phase of development than they were
for geophysical exploration. Given our estimates in the previous chapter,
it appears that exploratory dri lling f ar a given reservoir c auld cost $34
ta $44 million or abaut $4 to $5 million per exploratory well drilled.
Moreover, it is generally assumed that the average exploratory driLling rig
in service requires 175 workers; fram 50 to 70 of' wham would be stationed
on the rig at any one time with a seven day on- seven day o f f rotation.
Remaining workers would staf f onshore transpartation and support operations
 Resource Planning Associates, Inc. and David. M. Dornbusch and Campany, 1973,
pp. I-6, I-7! . Onshore activities associated with exploratory drilling would
probably occur at or near a port faci,litiy or other transshipment point.
Assuming a three to five year lag between acreage leasing and hydrocarbon
production, one cauld expect most exploratory drilling activity ta be
completed on a new+ leased area within three years. Consequently, for
the Long Island impact area, exploration activities would begin in 1976
and continue at least thraugh 1985. The ma!ar activity in the Bsltimare
Canyan portion of the impact area would continue through 1980 given the assump-
tions d,eveloped in the previous chapter. The ecanamic impact, other than
environmentally r clat ed impacts, during this phase of development would
depend. largely upon whether airparts and/or acean ports on Long Island, were
used as support snd trans shipment points f or dri Lling acti vity.



Zf commercial d.eposits of oil or natural gas are lacated, field
development is initiated. Additional exploratory wells are drilled to
further delineate the field and. semipermanent platforms are constructed for
hydrocarbon production. Development we11s are drilled and processing-
transportation facilities established fram these platforms  Council on
Environmental Quality, 1974, p. 4-7!. When platforms are used, a number
of wells  up to 40 on large platforms! can be completed fram a single
platform using directional drilling techniques. Blowout risk is lower for
development wells than Ear exploratory wells since the geologic structure
is better known  Council on Znviranmental Quality, 1974, p. 4-14!. However,
spiU.s msy occur ar ather contaminants, such as drilling mud., may be re1eased
into the ocean at the chill site. The economic impact due to the develop-
ment phase is potential+ the largest of the various stages. Over $120
miU.ion of investment cost may need to be cammi,tted in the development of
a single reservoir  for the Long Island impact area!. The extent to which
employment snd incomes on Long Island would be affected depends upon the
location of supp+ and. material facilities, transshipment points, and. the
indirect impacts of direct supply. These factors will be discussed. in
greater detail below.

Once praduction has begun, the ail and/or natural gas must be trans-
ported, to processing and distribution points on shore. Most oWen, pipelines
are used for this purpose, rather than tankers, except for the early periods
af petroleum productian in a new field. Only when small isolated deposits
or depasits extremely far fram the shoreline are discavered, would it be
econamic to transport hydrocarbon production through mod.es other than
pipeline. Although laying pipe through coastal wetlands can result in
serious degradation to the environment� transporting offshore production
through such a mode is probably environmental+ safer than other means
 Council on Environmental Quality, 1974!. Pipeline investment costs may
be as high as 25 percent of the total reservoir development costs cited
previously. Their exact locations, however, will depend on both the
location of discovered hydrocarbon deposits and that of the appropriate
onshore processing and transshipment facilities.

The last phase of hydrocarbon development includes petroleum refining
and natural gas distribution  usually after minimal processing!. Navar
environmental, social and economic impacts could. be expected in the general
area of a refinery complex. On the other hand., minor implications would
appear ta stem from transshipping natural gas. These implications will
be discussed in more detail below.

Techni ues of Re ona1 Ana sis: On the basis of the brief description given
in the previous sectian, it appears that the major onshore impU.cations
of developing and. producing discovered hydrocarbon deposits on the Atlantic
Outer Continental Shelf will stem from the exploratary, development and
processing stages. From the standpoint of both increases in regional activity
 employment and income! and potential environmental damages causing a reduc-
tion in such activity, these three stages will be most important. The
question which must now be asked is: By what means should, such potential
impacts be estimated in view of the surraunding geologic uncertainty and
imperfect knowledge of onshore economic H.nkages?
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Perloff has pointed out that measures of regional change can encompass
concepts of both "vo1ume" and "welfare"  Perlaff, 1963!. For example, total
sales, income and. employment in a region as well as per capita real income,
its changes and stability may be important in Judging the effects of a given
exogenous change. What needs to be noted. is that a linear relationship does
not necessarily exist between those measures associated with volume and. those
related to welfare. Obviously, however, use of per capita measures would pro-
vide a relative gauge among alternatives and would, thus, be a better indicator
of' regional change both within a region and between regions of various physical
and economic sizes. The latter is especially important since regional size wi11
inf'luence the absolute size of any anshore effects. In any case, regional
per capita income effects can be determined, fram total impacts and, therefore,
the measurement methodology discussed below will cancentrate on the absolute
effects that can be f'orecast.

Such an analysis can logically be separated into two components. First,
the direct impacts which accrue to the region must be measured. Such a measure-
ment should consider the overall investment snd operating expenses required
to develop that portion of the Atlantic Outer Continental Shelf which can have
an economic impact, on lang Island. However, of that total  taking into
consideration the element of time!, appropriate consideration must be iven
only to that portion which accrues to the region. In essence, sales by the
region to facilitate AOCS development can be treated as an export from the area.
Environmental damages will also have a direct impact and can be considered
like an import for economic analysis.

The second component is the so-called multiplier or expansion effect of
an initial or direct impact. It is dependent upon the first and is normally
considered a regi.onal transfer. That is, no national gain is involved,
anly a change in the location of economic activity. In effect, the multiplier
impact refers to the round-by-round respending effects of the initial action.

Care must be taken in the quantification of bath the direct and indirect
effects of leasing activity in the Atlantic Outer Continental Shelf. Standard
techniques can lead to the measurement of artificial regional changes.
This stems fram our definition of regional growth and the assumption made
concerning regional employment. If full employment is proJected. far the
regian over the lifetime af offshore activity, onshore impacts can result
in a labor inflaw to the region with no necessary improvenent in regional
per capita incames. On the other hand, if full employment is not forecast or
if slack  underemplayment ! exists in the regional labar markets, direct and
multiplier impacts can result in real changes in regional per capita incaaes.
Also, a redistribution of labor resources toward higher valued occupations
because of the offshore activity could result in improvement in the average
per capita income regardless of the rate of unemplayment. Thus, if per capita
rather than total regional income is important, the assumptions the analyst
makes an these issues is critical ta the evaluation results. Most empirical
situatians would tend to present a mix of canditians, over time, rather than
one of the polar cases outlined above. Little research exists to resolve
this problem. We will initially proceed by ignoring the popu3.ation inflow
question. If this turns out ta be an important issue, we can return to it
at, a later point.
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The incidence on Long Island of offshore development expenditures
depends, as indicated above, on the location of supply and. processing points.
On the other hand, the indirect or multiplier effects of such activity depend.
upon the extent and degree of economic U.nkages within the regional economy.
Various techniques have been developed to measure such linkages. The three
most commonly used. are: �! econcmic base ana~sis; �! regional input-output
analysis; and. �! econametric modeling. Each of these approaches will be
discussed. in detail below. Given the constraints surrounding this particular
research effort, one approach, the economic base form of analysis, will be
chosen to estimate the regional multiplier values  and, hence, the indirect
impacts! for Long Island.. First, however, we will consider the direct or
first round impacts of AOCB 1easing.

Factors of Production: In Chapter 2 we gave a rough forecast of the
exploratory, development and operations costs of drilling for hydrocarbon
deposits under various conditions in the Atlantic. When coupled. with
hypothetical leasing schedules and a model of bidding behavior whose
objective function is to maximize after-tax net present value for the
private sector, estimates of the various cost components for the Long Island
impact area can be derived through time  Kalter et al., 1974!. Utilizing
alternative assumptions with respect to hydrocarbon poo1ing in the Long Island
impact area, this approach can provide us with the background information
necessary to analyze potential onshore impacts. Tables ll and 12 display
that information for the two hydrocarbon pooling assumptions utilized, in
Chapter 2.

The values in Tables 11 and 12 are based, upon an ana~sis of production
costs for the Mid-Atlantic region. Using figures derived. from National
Petroleum Council �974! data extrapolated to M.d-Atlantic conditions, the
separate cost component percentages for oil and. associated natura1 gas devel-
opment are as follows:

18
30
20

18

2

exploration
productim platform
development wells
pipeline
production and. storage facilities
other

"'* "'' *

Long Island can take place during the development, production and processing
phases of the lease activity. The development and production phases have
a potential impact in proportion to a region's ability to supply factors of
production at competitive prices. Due to spatial considerations, an obvious
comparative advantage exists, ceteris~aribus, for regions in close proxim-
ity to the area of activity. Development and. production activity can also
have negative impacts on a regional area through the mechanism of environmental
damages, Reduced, economic activity in existing sectors due to such damages
must be weighed against any positive effects stemming from a region's
abilS,ty to supp+ factor inputs. Final+, the processing component of
hydrocarbon development could have potential impacts  both positive and
negative! on the region where such activity is located.. In the following
sections, each of these aspects will be discussed in detail.
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Island.11.--Hydrocarbon Production Costs, by Ma!or Development Phase, for the Long
Impact Area

 Hydrocarbon Pooling Assumption Ho. 1!

Table

Rxplor- Plat- Well
devel-

ation form
opment

Prod. fac.

slid

Storage

Leasing
Year

No.

Pipe-
lines

Operating
Cost

Total

26

40 8
6

73
73
69

21 14
120 52
79 58
38 30

121 57
225 327
196 146

49

44
92
32
93

135
88

22

65
8

48
89
85

800 533 1018295 337

1 2 3
4 5
6 7
8 9

10

ll

13
14
15

17
18
19
20

21

22

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

All values in mzllions of 1974 dollars.

19
20

28
42
54
54
54
54
54
54

54
53
49
45
46

35
34
34
25

16

11 5

26

75
180
209
298
310
582
594
264

54
54
54.
54
54
54
54
54
54
54
53
49
45
46

35
34
34
25
16
16
11

5
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Table 12.--Hydrocarbon Production Costs, by Ma!or Developnent Phase, for the Long Island.
Impact Area

 Hydrocarbon Pooling Asswnption No. 2!

Leasing
Year

Mo.

Well

Devel-

apment

Prod. fac.
Operating

Storage
Cast

Pipe-
line

Explor- Plat,-
ation f oem

Total

69

71 36

ll7

87

24

81

158

9

10

13

14

15

16

17

18

l9

20

21

22

23

264 578156239 1773

ALL values in aLilkions of 1974 dollars.

34

34

34

34

34

34

34

34

34

34

34

34

34

35

29

19

19

69

161

363

310

292

34

34

34

34

34

34

34

34

34

34

34

34

34

35

29

19

l9



For nan-associated. gas and. natural gas liquids, the same proportions as
above veze used. except for exploration cost which was included in oil
development. For example, 30/82 of the non-assaciate natural gas cost,
or 36 percent, was attributed to platfozm cost.

The resu1ts shown are based upon the allocation of exploxatary and devel-
opment costs over an assumed. develatyment period.. Zn the case of the first
lease sale, that development period was assumed to be five years. The required
time horizon was reduced. to four years for the second year of lease sales
and. ta three years thereafter. To detexmine the time stream of the cost
campanents over aH, lease areas, the time phasing af each cost camponent over
the development period was needed.. A different time phasing was utilirecL
fox' the 5, 4, and. 3 year development periods. Exploration costs wex'e
allocated to the first year or tva years depending upon the length of the
development period. Platform and, well develoIxaent costs fallowed. exploration
expenses in the middle year s!, and pipeline and production facilities vere
aU.ocated to the later years. The time streams for each cost canponent for
both oil and. natural gas vere then cambined for aU. lease years to produce
the data in Tables 11 and, l2. Operating casts for bath oil and natural gas
were also calculated. for each lease year and canbined far the Tables. This
exercise was completed far both hydrocarbon pooling assumptions used. in this
anaIysis. Table 11 reflects reserves and development costs assuming the
AOCS hycLrocarban zesources are distributed. according to the volume of sedi-
mentary rock over all AOCS areas  Pooling Assumption No. 1!. Table 12
reflects the alternative assumption  and. associated costs! that reserves
are concentrated. in the Baltimare Canyon and Geozges Bank areas according
to the volume of sedimentary rock  Pooling Assumption Na. 2!. In bath cases,
the costs given are limited ta potential hydrocarbon development within the
Long Island impact area defined previously.

The cost component breakdown lacks sufficient disaggregation to be
related to a Standard Industrial Classification taxonomy of anshore activity.
The authors knav of no appropriate breakdown in this regard with respect to
offshore hydrocarbon development. The national input-output model far 1967
 the latest available! does, however detail the industrial saurce far the
factors of production used. by establishments engaged in crude oil, natural
gas and natural gas licLuicLs development. The direct xequirements of such
establishments are displayed. in Table l3. That is, for each dollar of pro-
duced. hydxocarban sales during 1967, the values shown give the value of factor
inputs required and. the value added.. The measures shown can only be used. ss
an indication of potential onshore industries affected by leasing activity.
They do nat give a true representation af the economic estabU.shments poten-
tiaDy impacted by OCS activity either regionally or nationa11y, far the
following reasons:

1. The data base was established. with 1967 inputs; therefoxe, it is not
current with respect to relative prices, technology ar trade patterns.

2. The values given pertain to both onshore and, offshore activity
by the industry during the stipulated year.

3. The values are a campasite of all activity by the economic
sectar involved., including exploratory actions, development



Table 13.--Direct Requirements Per Dollar of Delivery to Final Demand �967!
for the Crude Petroleum and Natural Gas Sector

 SIC 13jl and 332l!

Direct

Requirement
Sector

10

13

14

15

16

l7

18

19

20

21

Real Estate and Rental

Gross Imports of Goods and Services

Maintenance and Repair Construction

Crude Petroleum and Natural Gas

Business Services

Wholesale and. Retail Trade

Electric, Gas, Water and Sanitary Services

Chemicals and Selected Chemical Products

Electric Industrial Equipment and Apparatus

Scrap, used and second hand goods

Transportation and Warehousing

Primary Iron and. Steel Manufacturing

Finance and Insurance

Business Travel, Entertainment and Gifts

General Industrial Machinery and Equipment

Stone and Clay Products

Machine Shop Products

Other Fabricated. Metal Products

Construction, Mining and Oil Field Machinery

Engines and Turbines

Heating, Plumbing and Structural Metal Products

Rubber and Miscellaneous Plastics Products

. l6161

. 07159

. 03168

. 02487

.01609

. 01162

. 01145

. 01090

. 01075

~ 00973

.00971

. 00796

.00618

.00576

. 00570

. 00552

. 00532

. 00416

. 00381

. 00323

. 00322

. 00227
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Table 13. continued

Direct

Requirement
Sector

23

27

28

Medical, Educational Services and Nonprofit Organizations.0003830

32

34

35

36

37

38

38

4o

.57287VaLue Added

Employee Camp.
Indirect Business Tax

Property- Type Incame

. o5865

. 04892
~ 4653o

Source: "The Input-output Structure of the U. S. Economy: 1967,"
Surve of Current Business, Feb~ 1974.

Petroleum Refining and Related Industries

Automobile Repair and Services

Communications; Except Radio and TV Broadcasting

Scientific and Controlling Instruments

Paints and Allied Products

Federal Government Enterprises

Office Supplies

Radio, Televi sion and Communication Equipment

Miscellaneous Textile Goods and. Floor Coverings

Metalworking Machinery and Equipment

Electric Lighting and. Wiring Equipment

Electronic Components and Accessories

Payer and Allied. Products, Except Containers

Printing and Publishing

Coal Mining

Miscellaneous Manufacturing

Paperboard. Containers and Boxes

Mi scellaneous Electrical Machinery, Equipment and
Suyplies

. 00220

. 00114

. 00082

. 00062

. 00059

. ooo42

. 00041

. 00033

. 00032

. 00032

. 00017

. Oooll

. 00006

.oooo4

. 00002

. 00002

. 00001

~ 00001
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of resource deposits, and their production. Consequent~,
the use of the values given would have to be predicated upon
a similar mix of actions in the year being forecast, Not only
is such a mix unlikely to occur in subsequent years, but even
if it did,, the values would be inappropriate for our use. That
is, we ideally would like to have the factors of production
broken out for each of the major components of the industry's
activity  exploration, development, production and transportation!.

4. The values given refer to the tota3. requirements of the develop-
ment-production process rather than to those furnished by a
specific region. For our purposes, a regional breakdown or a
mechanism by which such a breakdown could be made would be
preferred.

Lacking detsiled data with regard. to the above points, however, the
national input-output data does give some indication of sectors which
could. be affected. by OCS activity. In addition, date, on the location
quotient  see Table 14! f' or each i~dustrial sector on the Island can add
information on potential exporting sectors. The location quotient can
show, for a given economic sector within a region, whether the export
caaponent is less than, equa3. to or in excess of the national average for
that sector. For example, if the sand and gravel sector of Long Island
is six percent of the region's total employient and. if three percent of the
national work force is engaged. in this sector, then the location quotient
would be 2 for the Island. Assed.ng that all other factors for the region
are similar to that of the nation  i.e., production, income, and consumption!,
a location quotient greater than 1 implies that the sector in question
engages in export activity. Used in con!unction with other sources, such
as the results given in Chapter 2, the information shown can permit scme
Judgments to be made about potential effects cn Long Island of activity with-
in the defined impact zone. It is to this specific question that we now
turn.

4
For enrpirical purposes, the location quotient can be specified as:

S /N
Q a

S/N

where Si equa1s the number of wage earners in industry i for a given region,
S equals the number of wage earners in all industries in the same region,
Ni equals the number of wage earners in industry i im the United States,
and N equals the number of wage earners in all industries in the United
States.
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Location

Quotient
Sector

l. 95KLectrical Equipment and Supplies

Amusement and Recreation Services

Fisheries

Local and Interurban Passenger Transit

Food. Stores

Agricultural Services and Hunting

Miscellaneous Business Services

Instruments and Related. Products

Furniture and Home Furnishings Stores

Miscellaneous Repair Services

General Merchandise

Transportation Equipment

Apparel and Accessory Stores

Educational Services

Special Trade Contractors

Insurance Agents, Brakers and. Services

ELectric, Gas and. Sanitary Service

Notion Pictures

Miscellaneous Services

Auto Repair, Services and. Garages

Mi scellaneous Manufacturing Industries

Chemicals and, Allied Products

l. 74

l. 73

l. 73

l. 73

1.65

1,62

l. 59

1. 59

1- 53

l. 52

1. 4913

l. 42

1.40

l. 40

1 39

18

18

1. 2520

1. 2221

1. 21

Table 14. --Nassau-Suffolk Industrial Sector Specialization Relative to the U.S.
�972!
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Table 14. --continued

Location

Quotient
Sector

l. 2023

1,18

26 1. 10

l. 0927

1. 0428

28

1. 0230

31

33

.83

.8137

.7638

.76

~ 73

.67

.64

.60

Combined. Real Estate, Insurance, Etc.

Medical and Other Health Services

Cceeunication

Wholesale Trade

Eating and Drinking Places

Banking

Building Materials and Farm equipment

Tr ansportation Services

Legal Services

Real Estate

Insurance Carriers

Automotive Dealers and Service Stations

Credit Agencies Other Than Banks

Heavy Construction Contractors

Fabricated Metal Products

Nonprofit Membership Organizations

General Building Contractors

Apparel and Other Textile Products

Rubber and Plastic Products

Ordnance and Accessories

Trucking and Warehousing

Lumber and Wood, Products

Furniture and. Fixtures
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Table 14. --continued

Location

@xotient
Sector

~ 6O43 Payer and A11ied Products

Printing and Publishi~

Security, Commodity Brokers and Services

Personal Services

Transportation by Air

Water Transportation

Holding and Other Investment Companies

Hotels and Other Lodging Places

Textile Mill Products

Stone, Clay, and Glass Products

Machinery, Except Electrical

Nonmetalic Minerals, Except Fue1s

Food and Kindred Products

.6O

~ 52

.50

.47

~ 37

~ 37

~ 37

.3451

.2452

~ 2353

. 19

Source: Count Business Patterns 1972,  Washingtoll: GPO!, 1973.
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As indicated by a recent Department of the Interior memorandum:

Many of the industries and. services required by the oil and. gas
industry for OCS development are already located in the Mid-Atlantic.
Such industries are marine supp+ and repairs, general machine repair,
welding shops, warehousing and storage, freight handling, and
trucking and rail service. They are readi+ available and will be
utilized. Other services such as drilling services, catering to
rig and platform crews, and drilling tool, mud., and. chemical supplies
are more specialized. Since specialized industriea are highly
developed in the Gulf of Mexico region, it is expected., that at
least initially, they will export products and. services directly
from the Gulf region. 'lhey can be expected. to utilize same storage
facilities, occasionally dock ships in the Atlantic coast, and in
some cases, establish small office bases in the h1id-Atlantic region
to direct operations.

In all phases of OCS development, port facilities will be utilized.
Because of the size and. draft of drilling ships, semi-submersible
rigs and supply vessels handling heavy equipment, major port facilities
will be needed. Because of the location af the sale, the Port of
New York and New Jersey and/or the Port of Philadelphia may be utilized
for these purposes. Those industries and services needing a location
close to such ports, such as warehousing and. storage, and machine
repair and. supplies, nugr be expected ta be provided. fram one or
both of these areas. Jack-up rigs and smaller supp+ vessels might
be serviced from smaller ports.

A recent study prepared by the U. S. Army Carps of Engineers �972! points
aut that no major port facilities currently exist nor is there future
potential for such facilities in the Long Island area. The closest port
available to service and supply large scale ouerations in the Long Island
impact area of the AOCS would be the Port of New York. Consequently,
location of warehousing services, supply depots, associated. support facili-
ties and the necessary manpower to operate such facilities is unlike+ to
have a major impact on the Nassau-Suffolk County region. Implications for
the New York City area, proper, may, however, be substantial.

In addition, no ship building yards currently exist in the Long Island
region. The nearest ship building facility is at the old Brook~ Navy
Yard. Although the commercial operations now conducting business at that
location have developed. a skilled. labor force, it ia primarily drawn from
the resident labor force immediately surrounding the facility location.
Moreover, the facility is not currently equipped to undertake construction
of either semi-submersible drilling rigs or production platforms. Because
of the specialized. nature of such activity, it is likely that no rig or
platform fabrication would be undertaken on the east coast for at least
the first five to ten years of OCS development. Existing shipyards are
not equipped to handle such activity and the increased cost associated.
with this type of fabrication would far outweigh transportation costs of
platforms and. rigs from existing yard.s in the Gulf States area. Assuming
adequate capacity in these southern 1ocationa, the economic incentive for
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developing east coast production acilities does not appear to be substantial.
In view of the fact that leasing 'n the Gulf Coast area will be tapez'ing off
as available acreage with quality =rospects diminishes and given the cuz'rent
forecasts of the AOCS potential reserves, sufficient capacity will probably
be available'in existing Gulf Coast shipyards f' or this type of construction
during the time period. assumed for AQCS development.

In view of the above discussion, it appears that exploration and
platform installation activity w-.' ' have little economic impact on the Long
Island. area. Use of Long Island facilities as a transshipment point for the
manpower employed on drilling rigs and platforms appears to be the most
likely possibility for considerat'on. Given the location of the Long Island
impact area vis-s,-vis airport fa"ilities in Nassau-Suffolk County, the study
area could protvide a base of opera ions for that portion of the OCS activity
requiring transportation and support of the offshore labor force. In the
Gu3.f of Mexico situation, aircraft  i elicopter! operations have been the
primary mechanisms used. for trans;orting such manpower between shore facili-
ties and rig or platform locations. In addition, small snd lightweight
supplies are often transported by .. is mode. On the other hand., as the
recent Department of the Interior memorandum points out:

In general, many crew members of drilling rigs and platforms are
specialized and highly mobile, so that those persons employed. on the
rigs and platforms would not ..ecessarily be drawn fram the regional
labor force or moved into th~ area.

Moreover, the manpower requirements do not appeaz to be substantial.
Based upon Council on Zhvironmental QuaU.ty data �974! the Department of
the Interior has tentatively estimated that only 500 workers would. be required
to support exploratory drilling rigs and ships in the Baltimore Canyon az'ea
through 1985 due to the first three million acre lease sale. In addition,
assuming approximately 90 persons are needed to man each installed platform,
the Department has estimated that between 2700 and 4500 persons would be
required during the production phase for the Nid-Atlantic region.

These values may be compared. with those derived by the Gulf South
Research Institute �973!. In a study conducted in the Gulf of Mexico
area, with results extrapolated to possible Atlantic OCS activity, they
found that a total employment increase of 20,900 would be associated with
an oil production rate of 500, 000 barrels per day. A third study conducted
at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology  Ahren, 1973! estimated total
employment to be 3,724 in the Georges Bank area at a production rate of
500,000 barrels per day. Commenting on the difficulty of uti&zing these
data sources, the National Ocean Policy Study said:

It is very difficult to analvse the data, because one does not exactly
know which activities are included. in each of the studies, or how data
were obtained,. Moreover, extrapolating data for one region fran data
obtained in another area where circumstances surrounding oil and gas
development may be quite different, is likely to create built-in biases
and inaccuracies  U. S. Congress, Senate, Nov. 1974!.



However, ve may get some idea what an upper limit on employment effects
might be by using the 20,900 employment figure associated with 500,000 barrels
per day of production. If we assume that employment effects are proportional
to production and that the peak daily production in the Lang Island impact
area would. be 150,000 barrels per day, the maximum tota1 employment effect
would be 6,300 which is less than one percent of total Long Island employment
as af June, 1971  Kamer, p. 2!.

The wel1 development phase of OCS activity is similar to the exploratary
and platform development phases. Major dependence for movement of materials
and supplies wou3.d concentrate on existing port areas. Manpower requirements,
on the other hand, could utilize other facilities as a base of operations.
The impact af the pipeline installation and production facility and storage
phases of development will depend primarily on the location of processing
facilities, port aperations, and hydrocarbon deposits. As ve vill indicate
in a subsequent section, refinery capacity related to AOCS development is
unlike+ to be placed in the Long Island region. Given the potential
locatian of such facilities in the New Jezsey-Pennsylvania-Maryland area and
the location of the Ports of New York and Philadelphia, impacts of this
activity on Long Island are assumed. to be negligible. As indicated by the
region's location quotients, Long Island does not appear to have majar
product exporting capacity in economic sectors that would be related. to
such activity  steel fabrication, construction, or machinery pzoducts!.
Moreover, the manpower requirements related. to such activities would. undoubted-
ly be based in the area immediately surrounding any temporary base of opera-
tions. Since offshore pipeline laying operations and construction of pro-
duction and. storage facilities are highly specialized. activities, it is
likely that nanregional firms would. be engaged to undertake this activity.

Finally, the costs of the operating phase for discovered, OCS reservoirs
need. to be considered. Recent studies in the Gulf of Mexico  U. S. Depart-
ment of the Interior, 1972! indicate that of the direct  labor, transport-
ation, equipment maintenance, operating supplies, work over expense, and.
z'adio-telephone expense!, indirect and fixed costs involved, less than 13
percent is attributed to factors which might affect Long Island. These
factors include the labor, overhead, food. expense, and labor transportation
components. Given the nature of operating expenses, it would be expected
that only a portion af these cauld ultimately affect Long Island. Far example,
it is generally known that food service in the Gulf of Mexico is provided
through port facilities and not by air transportation. Other operating costs
would also have a high probability of entering local economies through
major ports which would. serve as aperatian bases or through the areas con-
taining refinery and pzocessing facilities.

In view of the above discussio~, it appears that the portion of pro-
duction costs attributable to pipelines, production facilities and storage
facilities which would. have a direct impact on the Nassau-Suffolk County
region would be negligible. With respect to exploration activity, p1atform
development, well development, and operating expenses, the potential impacts
relate largely to the possible establishment of bases of operatian servicing
offshare manpower requirements and furnishing supplies for which the zegion



may have a comparative advantage. The gross impacts of such activity would
probably not exceed ten percent of' the total costs involved. Although this
estimate must, by necessity, be subjectively derived, a sufficient number
of information sources have been reviewed to place a reasonably high level
of confidence in it. The products expected to be supplied fran regional
industries would be those that d,o not require technical sophistication to
produce. An example would be simple metal products. The expensive and
complex equipment required. foz drilling and production  for example, drill
bits and monitoring equipment! would probab2g 'be shipped into the area fram
locations where production currently exists. Table 15 summarizes the maz~um
potentiai direct. effects on Iong island or SOCS development within the impact
area. The values shown represent ten percent of the exploration, platform,
well development and opezating costs for each year of field life under the
two hydrocarbon pools.ng assumptions used for this study. It should be noted
that these values refer to regional sales and not to a net change in x'egional
incame.

Oil Spil3. Impacts: This section provides an overview of the process involved
in determining the econanic impacts on recreation and fishing in the Long
island area from potential AOCS oil spills. As will be seen belowp no
quantitative estimates of future econanic loss can reasonably be pz'ovided,.
The appropriate analytical process is described, and exanples of the necessary
calculations are supp%.ed, but certain critical links between estimates of the
recoverable hydrocarbon resource and, the magnitude of economic losses in
recreation and fishing cannot be reliab3g established. These crucial U,nks
and. missing data will be identified in the course of outlining the analytical
framework.

Background. material and much of the available statistical data is tauten
from the spill impact work of Devanney and Stewart  Devanney and Stewart,
February 1974; Devanney and, Stewart, November 1974; L~mLn et al.; Stewart
et al.; Devanney and Stewart, April 1974!. No effort will be undertaken to
camprehensively summarize the results of their work. Rather, the analysis
is aimed at applying their findings to a process ror detersdning the magnitnde
of potential economic impacts. Also, no an~sis of biological or environ-
mental impacts per se  except as they affect zecreation and fishing! will
be undertaken. Readers are referred. to the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology and Council on Environmental QwQity reports in this regard,
 Schrader et al.; Council on Environmental Quslityp 1974!.

To estimate the magnitude of potential eco.adamic losses due to oil spills,
a number of factors must be considered. The ana~sis proceeds in three
general stages depicted in Figure 2. To complete this ana+sisp data and/or
assumptions for the following variables and parameters are required:

- volume of oil produced Luring the field lifetime,

- distance fram Long island, of production platforms,

- probability and numbers of large spills  greater than 42p000 bbls. !,

- probability and. numbers of small spills  less than 42,000 bbls.!,
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Tab1e 15. � Naximms potentia1 1npact  Sales! of Hydrocarbon production Costs
for the Long Island Impact Area

All values in millions of 1974 dollars.



Figure 2.--Analytical PrOcess for Determining the Economic Impacts of
OCS Oil Spills

-mean spill size for each group,

-time to shore  minimum and average!,

-probability of spill reaching shore on Long Island,

-probability of spill beaching in areas of significant economic
importance  i. e., major recreation areas!,

-likely areal extent of beach that would. be affected by a spill,

-time required  and cost! to clean up or weather a spill that has beached.,

-information on how spill beaching probabilities would be affected by
ocean clean up attempts, and

-information on how spill probabilities would be affected by new OCS
production technology and regulations.



In addition, other assumptions are necessary in selecting data deemed most
appropriate for the analysis fram the range of possible inputs.

The Devanney-Stewart analysis of oil spill statistics assumes that
the exposure variable determining the number and. size of spills is the total
volume of oil handled  Devanney and Stewart, April 1974, p. 26!. The
median reserve estimates for the two alternative pooling assumptions used.
in this analysis result in oil and. natural gas liquids production of .88
and .46 bil1ion barrels. Oil spill statistics in the Devanney-Stewart
analysis are presented in terms of a small, medium, and. large find corres-
ponding to exposure levels of 122, 567 snd. 2,044 million barrels respectively
 Devanney and Stewart, April 1974, p. k9!. For purposes of pro!ecting
spi11s in this ana+sis, it will be assumed that the second pooling assump-
tion  hydrocsrbon resources concentrated in the most promising areas!
results in a medium find, in the northern end of Baltimore Canyon approximately
in a location corresponding to C~ drilling site 5  EDS 5!. Par the other
reserve pooling assumption it will be assumed that in addition to the medium
find at EDS 5, two small finds are also located in the Long Island impact
area e

There exists no strong support far these assumptions. However, given
the reserve estimates from the two assumed hydrocarbon pooling assumptions,
it is c1esr that the above delineation is quite reasonable. The geologic
structure at s point about 60 mi1es south of Long Island and. 60 miles east
of New Jersey represents one of the more promising areas an the AOCS. Hence,
it is reasonable to assume that a medium find could be realized in this

area. This assumption is equaLly valid. for either pooling alternative.
Furthermore, the remaining area in the Long Island impact ares  north of
40 N snd. east and. southeast of Long Island.! is not nearly sa pramising
geologically. If petroleum is assumed to be located in this area, it is
reasonable to assume that the field sizes will be rather small.

To sum up, by a series of geologic assumptions and. thraugh incorporating
results from our OCS leasing model, we have derived two sets of productian
assumptions for the Long Island impact area. With these estimates in hand,
we then went to the Devsnney-Stewart work on oil spill statistics, and found
that the "exposure" in terms of oil production inherent in these estimates
was roughly campatib1e with their analytic breakdown in terms of field
size. Our concentrated pooling assumption roughly translated into one
medium find in the southern part of the Long Island impact area  northern
Baltimare Canyon! with exposure of about . 5 billion barrels. The dispersed
pooling assumption translated into the same medium find plus two small finds
somewhere in the regi,on east and sautheast of Long Island.  north of 40 M!.
The next steps in the analysis are to determine the probabilities of oil
spills occurringfram these hypothetics1 finds, estimate the probsbiU.ty that
a spi13. would beach on Long Island given that the spill occurs, and combine
these probabilities to determine the likelihood of a spill beaching on
Long Island assuming the hypothetical oil find.s are actually realized..

Before taking these steps, however, it may be useful to digress for
a moment to elaborate on the reasons for the i~pact area boundaries. Recall
that the impact area was defined by considering both potential economic



and. environmental imps.cts. One check on the defined. area would be to
determine i ' here are paints outside the area which are likely to have
a detrimental or positive effect on Long Island.. For example, if there are
points outside he area from which spills are like+ to beach on Long Island,
then the area should be expanded.

P A! = probability of a canmercial oil find af a given sise

P A ! ~ probability of a small find

P A ! = probability of a med.ium find

P A !

P BIA!

= probability of a large find

= probability that one or mor" spills will occur given that
oil is found in certain quantities

P C~AAB! = probability of a spill beaching on Long Island with no
ocean clean up given that A and B accur

P D~AABA.! = probability of the failure af ocean c1ean up given that
A, B an~ C occur

P AA3ACAD! ~ prabability that a spill will beach on Long Island
 the intersection of the sets A, B~ C and. D!

That the last definition is correct may be seen by expanding a simple
definition of ".onditiona~ probability. The conditional probability of an
ev-nt B, given that A occurs, is written P A~B! and. is defined as follows:

P BiA! =

Multiplying both sides bg P{A!, we get:

P AnB! = P A! ' P B~A!

To perform this te:t,, we need a canceptual framework to structure the
problem. Let us assume that the likelihood of a spill beaching an Long
Island. is a unct'an of the probabilities of four events: �! the probability
of finding commercial quantities of oil, �! given that cammercial quantities
of oil are found, the probabilities that spills wi11 occur during the
exploration oc pro uction phases of development, �! given that spills
do occur, the pro' abilitie" that they will beach on Long Island. with no
ocean clean up, and. �! given all the above, the UkeMhaad that acean
..lean up would be attempte and succeed. To be more precise, we will
define the probabxlity of each of these events using simple set notation:
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Thus, the probability of both A and B occurring  A intersection B! is the
product of the probability of A occurring and the conditional probability
of' B given that A occurs  Mosteller, p. 133!. This definition may be
expanded to .'nclude all four events:

P AnBnCnD! = P A! ' P�~A! ~ P C~AhB! ' P D]ACMIC!

We now proceed. to estimating the probability of spills from outside
the impact area beaching on Long Island. Fortunately, two of the four
required probabilities have been estimated in the work of Devanney and
Stewart. Lit.le or no work has been done estimating the other two probabil-
ities. However, we can use a set of hypothetical probabilities to derive
one estimate of the probability of spills outside the designated impact area
beaching on Long Island.

Since no data are available on prababil;ties of finding oil on the
AOCS, we are forced. to select probabilities based sole+ on what little
is known about the geology of the areas. The test will be performed for
two sites outside the impact area: �! the area south of the impact area
 south of 39o30'N! in the Baltimore Canyon roughly corresponding to the
location of drilling sites 6 and. 7 in the Council on Environmental Quality
study  Council on Environmental Quality, pp. 2-12!; and �! the area gust
east of the impact area  east of' 70 20'W! and south of Nantucket. The first
area is much more promising geologically and, hence, the probability of oil
finds should be higher. Table 16 provides a set of probabilities for each
potential dr 1U.ng area. It must be recogni ed that these probabilities
are hypothetical, and. may differ significantly from actual conditions.

Table 16.--Hypothetical Probabilities of Petroleum Dis~overy at Two Sites
Outside the Long Island Impact Area

East of Long IslandBaltimore Canyon
�!

no find

small find

medium find

large find

i3

.15

.0.05

Of course, to get all the way to economic impacts, we would have to add.
additional ingredients such as the probability that the spill would beach
on an economically important area such as a recreation center given that the
spill beached on Long Island. However, this formu1ation will suffice for
present purposes.



Based on an analysis of past spills, Devanney and Stewart determined
probabilities of large platform and pipeline spills  greater than 42,000 bbls. !
for each size field. These probabilities are given in Table 17  Devanney
and Stewart, April 1974, pp. 89-96!. For pipeline spills, two estimates
were presented by Devanney and Stewart. We vill use the mean of their two
estimates. The probability of smaU. spiU.s is ignored here under the
assumption that ocean clean up procedures would prevent beaching, and/or
that any damage would be negligible.

Table 17.--Probabilities for Large Platform or Pipeline SpiU.s

Turning to the third probability -- the probability that, a spill would
beach on Long Island given that oil is found. and that spills occur-
we again use estimates from Devanney and Stewart. For the Baltimore Canyon
area, the highest probability of a spill beaching on Long Island  in the
spring season! is about .21  for CEQ sites 6-7!. In the summer, the
probability Crops to .02  Council on Environmental Quality, p. 6-9!.
The minimum time to shore in spring is 61 days. Given the long time to
shore, we estimate that the ~um chance of failure to clean up such a
spill on tbe ocean souls be about .4.

For the area east of Long Island, the highest probability of a spill
beaching on Long Island is about .18 during the summer. Under the assumption
of a 20 mile per hour sea breeze, this probability falls to a maximum of
about .08, and during the winter falls to .01-.02. The minixlom time to
shore during the summer is 20 days and the average is 30 chars  Devanney
and. Stewart, November 1974, pp. 16-29!. With these times to shore a
mm6mum chance of failure of ocean clean up is a.ssumed to be .6.

We can now combine the expected values and. assumed probabili.ties above
to detexmine the likelihood, of a spill outside the impact area beaching on



Long Island. We are interested in the sum of the probabilities of each
of the joint occurrences. In set notation, we want:

{ [F AnBncnD!l U [P AABncnD!] } U {[P AnBncnD!] U

[F AABncnD!] j U {[P AIIBACAD!] U [P AABACAD!] <

Zn other words, we are interested in the union of all the separate probabil-
ities F{AnBAChD! which represent the intersection of probabilities of the
four events. These results are given in Table 18.

Table 18.--Probability of Oil Spills Beaching on Long Island fram Selected
OCS Locations

As can be seen fram Table 18, the maximum probability of a spill
beaching on Long Island from either location outside the impact area is
quite low -- 3 percent. Moreover, this probability is like+ to be a
maximum value for several reasons. First, the oil spill probabilities are
for the entire life of the production systems  for all seasons!, but the
highest seasonal probability of a spill reaching shore was used in each
case. If the lowest seasonal probabilities were used. in each ~aseB the
ccanbined. probabilities would be reduced by a factor of 10 to . percent.
Second, the technology of ocean clean up is rapidIy advancing, and with the
long times to shore for distant spills, the success rate for ocean clean up
may be much higher than that assumed. Furthermore, the lowest spill
probabilities are i.n winter when ocean clean up is most difficult, and the
highest in spring and sum[[er when ocean clean up chances are higher. Also,
with the long times to shore, spill weathering would significantly reduce
the damage should a spill actually come ashore. Third, the oil spill
statistics were based on historical data and, hence, do not incorporate
i]]]provements in exploration and. production technology aimed a' reducing oil
spills. Nor do the statistics take into account the many recent changes in
offshore production regulations aimed at reducing the chances of spiLl.s.



Fourth, the probabilities of finding oil attached to each size find may be
unduly optimistic,- Admittedly, this analysis is rather crude and overly
simpmfied, but given the paucity of good. Cata, we believe the conclusions
are acceptable. In summary, we have every reason to be&eve that the nmcimum
chance of a spiLl reaching Lang Island fram autside the designated. impact area
is three percent, and we have strong justification for believing the chance
to be much ~er, pexhaps an arder of magnitude smaller. Hence, our ox'iginal
impact area delineation stands.

Haw, after that rather lengthy, but we hope useful, digression, we
proceed. along the path of exsmining the impacts of the two d.iscovery
scenarios within the Lang island impact zone described above. As we will
see, the chances af a spiI1 beaching on Lang Island fram parts of the impact
area are rather high, perhaps intolerably high. Starting with the hypo-
thetical medium find. at C~ drilling site 5 and. using the same techniques
as before, the maximum pxobability of a large spill reaching share is about
nine percent assuming a 70 percent chance of ocean clean up failure. If s,
smaL1 find. were located. 30 miles north of ZDS 5 �5 miles south of Long
Island.!, the probability of a spill beaching on Long Island jumps to 28
percent in the summer. In addition, the minimum time to shoxe draps to
ten days  Devanney and Stewart, Navember 1974, p. P6!. Hence, thexe is
almost a one in three chance of a spill beaching on the Island.

Fram this point, we move to estimating the actual econaad.c loss that
could result from such spills. Unfortunately, however, the data will take
us no further. Ind.eed, we have mad.e a number of heroic assumptions to get
this fax. To move fram an estimate of the probability that a spill. wiU.
beach on Long Island. to an estimate of econamic losses requires information
on which na reasonable basis exists even for making usable assumptions. Even
if we are willing to use the assumption of one medium find. and two smaU. finds
in the impact area, we must further assume locations for each find, to estimate
the probabilities of a spill beaching on the Island. Of course, as we have
seen above, location is crucial in detemdning potential spill impact. Yet,
at this point in time, we have absolutely no basis of selecting locations of
petroleum deposits for the purposes of estimation. Furthermore, we have no
basis an which to predict any of the follawing even given that we could
accurately predict the probability of spills beaching:

- what proportion of spills would. affect recreation or fishing areas
as opposed ta other areas,

- the areal extent of affected recreation areas,

- the length af time the spill area wauld be affected., and

� the extent to which a spill would deter recreational or fishing activity.

In other words, the proportion ar amount of recreation ar fishing activity
that would be affected cannot be reliab+ determined. Physical data for the
necessary links simply does not exist. Hence, we cannot, in good fhith,
generate estimates in which we have absolutely no confidence.
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Let us summarize by briefly retracing our steps. First,, we described
the process that would be used. in conducting this analysis if all the
necessary data vere available. We proceeded. along the first steps by making
assumptions on oil production  " exposure" ! and fitting these assumptions in
the Devanney-Stewart framework. We then diverted to an elaboration of the
impact area d.efinition and. used the diversion to d.erive and. illustrate a
process which is useful for estimating probabilities of spills beaching an
Long Island. This process was then applied to sample drilling points
within the impact area to illustrate the high potential for adverse environ-
mental effects caused by spiHs resu1ting fram ail drilling in parts of
the impact area. The remaining steps and. data requirement,s for the
estimation of economic losses were identified but not undertaken because

the resu1ts would be practical+ meaningless in the absence of' better data.
In the event that the required data does became available, the process
can be campleted and estimates of economic loss provided.

One final point, and a very important point indeed.. This analysis
has looked at the effects of offshore drilling and. production on Long Island.
In a sense, it has campared the conditions of Long Island before and after
offshore leasing and production. Hawever, the appropriate analytical
procedure for evaluating such impacts is not a before-after analysis, but
rather a camparisan of the economic, social, and environmental situation
without and with offshore drilling and productian. This distinction is
essential to this analysis. We wholeheartedly endorse the conclusion of
Devanney and. Stewart:

FinaLly, it is extremely important ta realize that the above
estimates of probabilities do not represent the net effect of OCS
development. The net effect will depend on what one assumes about
the oil which would be landed in the absence of' the development.
For example, if one assumes the same amount of crude will be landed
on the Zhst Coast with or without a development, then according to
our analysis there is a substantial probabiLity that there will be
as many large spills without the find as with the find. Such
assumptions are outside the scope of the primary effects analysisp
and we have not undertaken to estimate these net effects  Apri1
1974, p. W4!.

The important point here is that the case without AOCS leasing and
praductian would also involve some of the same environmental and economic
benefits and disbenef'its  costs! we have evaluated. in this analysis.
Decisions on whether or not to proceed with AOCS leasing and production
should be cast in this with-without framework rather than the before and.

after analysis conducted by both Devanney and Stewart and ourselves because
of data limitatians. Decision makers need to know the net effects of

AOCS leasing. and. production as campared with whatever would be the most
likely situation in the absence of AOCS leasing. We return to this
important topic in Chapter 4.
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Potential Refinery Impacts: The third ma!or canponent of an offshore
development pracess capable of producing ma!or regional effects is the pro-
cessing or refining aspect. The potential direct and indirect impacts fram
thi 8 activity are primarily dependent upan refinery locations. Thus, when
reviewing possible implicatian of offshore leasing for Long Island, the
specific question of refinery capacity and its location on the east coast
must be considered.. Processing facilities for natural gas production, on
the other hand, are relatively mall installations which are often located
at central locations on offshore platforms. In any case, the employment
and income impacts on a region would be almost inconsequential.

3he issue of refinery location is a subset of the more general problem
of industrial locatian. Assuming that firms seek to maximize profits,
they will optimize the use of production factors so as to minimize costs
at given levels of output in the short run and determine the appxopriate
scale of production for the long term. Obviously, facility location can
be important in this process since it affects transportation costsp poten
tial scale economies, and externality considerations. In general, firms
attempting to minimize costs of production vill take accaunt of these
factors when deciding on appropriate faciU.ty sites. Hate, however, that
it is not transportation costs alone which msy affect the final decisions
on such matters. Given a spatial locatian where transportation costs are
minimized.  considering both factors of production and final products!,
deviations to other locations may be appropriate on the basis of other factor's
 i.e., lawer cost inputs, physical constraints, environmental restrictions,
or scale economy questions!. Historica&g, the relative importance of
transportation costs for location selection has declined. As Isard �972!
has pointed aut, agglomeration economics encompass many of the nontranspor-
tatian cost f'actoxs involved. That is, scale ecanamies within a given firm,
economies due to location of other firms within the same industry within
a single regiona1 area, and. urbanization economies due to the total ecanamic
interdependence caused by firms in all industries locating in a specific area.
'lhese influences along with market locations and the other factors mentioned
above may result in a set of mixed signals for private sector decision makers.
Same locations within bxoad regional areas may be ruled out because of
inmutable constraints, while many others may be viable alternatives. Within
the latter set, choices must be made given the private firm's obJective
function.

In applying this discussion to the potential location of refineries
on the east coast, it is clear withaut detailed analysis that market factors
are present which would !ustify refinery sites in the general. region. More-
over, if refining activity were in response to Atlantic Outer Continental
Shelf leasing activity, transportation cast factors would appear to dictate
locations in reasonably close pretty ta production rather than the added
cost of shipping crude oil to refinery locations in distant regions and.
returning refined products to the east coast. Although environmental factors
are often cited as a rationale for constraining such locations to areas other
than the east coast, this no longer appears to be a valid argument given
appropriate emissions standards and their enforcement by governmental agencies.
In recent years, at least one new grass roots refinery has been constructed
 in Bellingham, Washington! which meets and exceeds all current and proposed
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federal environmental air and water standards. Thus, fram the standpoint of
the broad east coast region, refinery locations appear Justified. Accept-
ing that assumption, the task of this analysis is to identify specific
factors which might influence the choice of locations vis-a-vis Long Island.

First, it can be shown that transportation costs will be an important
element in the determination of optimal refinery locations. Although the
relative prices of other factor inputs may be important from an international
standpoint, they are unlikely to be significant within the United. States
and even less important if our interest is solely in the east coast. On
the other hand,, scale economies may be a second important factor. As
has been pointed out:

Economies of large scale operations are pronounced in most
petrochemical processes. Within significant ranges, initial capital
cost does not rise proportiona11y with increases in capacity.
Since plant and equipment investment cost is high, snd consequently
fixed charges are large compared to other elements of production
cost, it is clear that important economies of scale can be achieved.
Furthermore, most petrochend.cal processes are of the type that
require a decidedly less-than proportional increase in direct labor
requirements for any given increase in capacity. This tends to
increase economies of scale  Isard. et al., 1959, p. 157!.

Also, the urbanization component of agglomeration econaaies may be impor-
tant with respect to petroleum refining and. petrochemical complexes.

These economies  urbanization economies! emerge when unlike plants
are spatially Juxtapositioned rather than geographica~ separated

in refinery-petrochemical-synthetic fiber complexes, the econeey
in the use of optimum size power and steam plants is such an economy.
This latter economy would not be realized, if we were to separate
geographically two or more activities, when each had to produce its
own power but did not require the output of an optimum steam plant
 Isard and Schooler, 1959, p. 28!.

Empirically, the transportation cost component of the above discussion
has been incorporated. into a maJor study of potential east coast refinery
locations by the United States Department of Transportation  Schumaier and
Gezen, 1973!. The Department of Transportation utilized a heuristic model
in an attempt to optimize east coast refinery locations vis-a-vis the
locations of several deep-water ports which may be constructed in the area.
Variations in the mode  and cost! of transporting crude oil to the
refinery and. in transporting the refined output to market were simulated.
Also, refinery costs were varied in the model as a function of existing
refinery completions. That is, elements of the scale economies discussed.
previously were incorporated. The study concluded that new refinery lo-
cations on the east coast would be optimally located in the South Atlantic
and Boston regions. A second best alternative appears to be refinery
complex concentrations in the South Atlantic region, alone. The model
indicates that the least preferred locations exist in the Mid-Atlantic
region, overall concentration in the Boston area, and dispersion in the
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M.d-Atlantic and Boston regions, respectively. The study indicated that
the N.d-Atlantic region would not be selected. on the basis of economic
factors even if new deep-water ports were to be built in the associated.
offshore xegion.

Consequent+, it appears U.ke+ that the same conclusion would. follow
if significant petroleum deposits wer- discovered in the same region. Pipe-
line costs to connect a new discovery in this region to the pxeferred. refinery
locations would be far less than the cost of a leep-water port, per se
 Council of Economic Advisors, 1972!. Thus, the optimal locations determined
by the Department of' Transportation model in relation to deep-water port
locations should be reinforced, if offshore production, rather than foreign
crud imports, are utilized. as the basis for processing.

In view of this result, it appears highly unlike+ that any expansion
of refining capacity on the east coast would take place in the Lang Island
area. As part of the N.d-Atlantic region, it shares the disadvantages
indicated by the Department of Transportation study. Moreover, it lacks
appropriate infrastructure, which does exist in other regions on the east
coast, to permit refinery siting on a least cost bs,sis. For example, no
pipelines for either crude oil or petroleum refined products exist on the
Island; whereas such transportation modes are a major feature of the New
Jersey-Maryland, region. In addition, between 65 and. 70 percent of existing
refine y/petrochemical activities in the New York, New Jezsey, Pennsylvania
and. Delaware region take place within New Jersey or Pennsylvania  A. D.
Little, p. 2-3!. As a consequence, agglomeration economies can be achieved
by expansion of existing refinery sites or location of new refinery facili-
ties in close proximity to those sites. Furthermore, undeveloped land. exists
near the New Jersey coastline which could provide potential sites for new
refinery development. As indicated eazlier, these locations are closely
related to existing product pipeUnes and, moreover, axe within economical
range of all the potential Long Island impact area for an offshore crude oil
supply pipeline.

Another feature often ignored. in the discussion of requizements for
new refinery capacity due to Atlantic Outer Continental Shelf leasing
concerns the magnitude of existing capacity and its current source of supp+.
Presently, PAD district 1  east coast! refinery capacity totals ovez
1,329,000 barrels per day. Over 94 percent of this capacity or 1,250, 900
barrels per day resides within the Mid-Atlantic region  primarily New Jersey
and Pennsylvania! A. D. Little, Appendix, p. 5-60!. Virtually all of the
production from these refineries is currently due to foreign imports of cx'ude
oil fram Venezuela and the Middle East. Previous ana+sis by the authors
has indicated, however, that the entire Atlantic Outer Continental Shelf
region may produce under one million barrels per day during its peak
production year  Kalter et al , 1974, p. 82!. It is interesting to note that
under the alternative hydrocarbon pooling assumptions used in this report and
given the stipulated. leasing schedule discussed previously, maximum production
from the Long Island impact xegion in any one year would. be less than 150,000
barre1s pez day. Although this output would be combined with that from the
rest of the Baltimore Canyon area for processing in New Jersey and Pennsyl-
vania refineries, it appears that no new refinery capacity may be needed if
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these resource estimates are correct snd if foreign crude ail imports are
backed out. This assumes that no new capacity would be built on the east
coast to service increasing demand. Rather, Gulf coast refinery capacity
would, be expanded to handle the necessary imports to make up any east
coast supply-demand. deficit. The Department of Transportation study also
indicates that if no deep-water ports are constructed along the Atlantic
coast  i.e., all ma!or increments to existing imports are handled through
the Gulf coast !, new refining capacity to handle such imports would. be
optimally located in the Gulf coast ares  p. 4-21!.

Final~, political and resource constraints argue that Long Island.
would not be the site of future refinery construction. As the Department
of Transportation study points out, cost differentials between potential
refinery sites an the east coast are re1atively smaLl  p. 4!. Therefore,
"factors other than economic costs considered in this study  such as
environmental, political, and, other considerations! may be more important
for new refinery location choices in the east, coast than economic costs"
 p. 4!. Since social opposition is an important variable with respect ta
location of new refinery growth, Long Island. is uzi.ikely to feature very
high in the plans of petroleum companies for expansion.

Moreover, the well known problems of the Long Island region with respect
to ground water supp+ argue against this area ss s potential location for
new capacity. According to s recent analysis by one of the authors, the
average refinery required 378 gallons of intake water in 3.968 to refine a
barrel of crude oil  Stevens and Kalter, 1975!. Although some refineries
require only 40 gallons per barrel of refined product, most new grass root
refinery complexes are in the size range of 150,000 barrels per day. Thus,
s new refinery would withdraw at least six mi1lion gallons of water daily
fram ground water sources.

Given all of the available evidence, it is the conclusion of this
review that no new petroleum refining capacity will be located. on Long Island
clue to 1easing activity in the Atlantic Outer Continental Shelf. As a
consequence, neither primary benefits nor disbenefits  environmental
emissions! fram such developments will accrue to the Long Island region.
The possibility does exist for some indirect econcmic impacts of' refinery
construction is undertaken in the New Jersey area. Such impacts will
probably take place regardless of the reason for refinery expansion, however.
'i%us, if it is decided to increase our dependence on imported. oil and
increase the east coast refinery capacity for that oil, similar indirect
impacts on Long Island would occur. For that reason, an analysis of such
impacts is not undertaken in this report.

Indirect Im acts: In a previous section, we indicated three possible
techniques for deriving a regiona1 multiplier value which could. then be
used to calculate indirect impacts of AOCS leasing. These techniques
included economic base studies, regional input-output anaLysis, and. econo-
metric modeling. For our purposes, only the economic base and. input-out-
put approaches appear viable. Econometric models are assumed to be beyond
the scope of this effort. They are relatively costly and. complex to
construct and, consequently, are most often used in national forecasting.



In general, the approach requires the use of time series data that would have
been difficult to obtain within the resources available for this study.
More important, perhaps, is the fact that econand.c interrelationships derived
through the use of econometric modeling techniques may naw no longer be valid.
because of relative+ recent changes in the structure of the economy.

Ecanamic Base Analysis: An economic base analysis assumes that all economic
activity within a region can be divided. into two classifications: those which
produce goads and services for export and those which produce for internal
consumption. The former is normally called the basic or exporting sector
while the latter is commonly termed the service sector. It is assumed that
increases in the export sector promote growth in the region due to their
resultant effect on the service sector. That is, increases in export initiate
a multiplier effect on the entire region. Conversely, a change in imports
can have the reverse effect due to the withdrawal of funds from the local
econamy.

For empirical reasons, employment data is often used as a proxy for income
in the actual derivation of a regional multiplier using the economic base
approach. This assumes that employment is proportional to income. Then, the
regional multiplier can be defined as:

M = 1 non-basic em 1 ent = basic em 1 ent b i 1 tttl 1 t

total employment total employment

This is comparable to:

E ~E +E

where Et equals total emp1oyment, E�equals emp1ayment in the basic  export!
portion af the economy, and E equals employment in the service campanents af
the economy. Taking the ratiSn E /E as a constant:

8

Et E +  E /E ! E , or Et � + E /E ! E .

Thus, in terms of incremental additions to the basic employment sector, the
madel can be formulated as:

Formulated in this manner, the econanic base approach assumes that the
marginal propensity to spend. within the region does not change with the level
of total regional income. In reality, this is unlikely to be the case. Import-
export relationships will change with changing relative prices and demand.



Consequently, the resulting multiplier should only be considered valid for
the short run. Since it is, in reality, based upon the average propensity
to consume regionally, the multiplier will tend to be understated for the
longer term. Since the marginal propensity to consume regional+ tends to
increase over time as population and incomes increase, regional reliance
on imports will decrease. Forecasting changes in the marginal propensity
to consume, however, plague all regional analysis techniques.

Empirically, the most important and, difficult aspect of multiplier
derivation using an economic base ana+sis approach is in identifying the
export and service components of the regional economy. Although some sectors
can be easily delineated as totally export or totally service, most economic
sectors are mixed.  that is, they produce partly for export and partly for
internal consumption!. In such cases, the employment must be allocated
in an appropriate way. Isard has suggested the use of location quotients
 Isard, 1960, pp. 123-126!.

Conceptually, several other problems are relevant to an economic base
analysis. For example the multiplier value derived is an average and does not
necessarily apply to any specific exporting activity. If differentials
exist between industries within a region with respect to their geographical
sources for intermediate goods, then the average multiplier calculated for
the region may not apply to the activities of a specific industry. More-
over, the multiplier cannot take into account long term changes in the trade
structure of the region. Finally, using employment, instead of income, as
a data base ignores the fact that occupations differ with respect to wage
levels. Expansion of a high wage industry will tend. to have a greater
multiplier effect than that of a low wage industry. As a result of these
problems, many regional analysts prefer the use of input-output analysis
for measuring the mu1tiplier impacts of exogenous fsctors affecting a
regional economy.

Input-Output Ana+sis: Whereas the economic base multiplier is an aggre-
gate multiplier and does not measure the impact on various sectors within
a region, the input-output approach can be utilized to derive multip1iers
for individual econced.c sectors. Conceptual+, the analysis divides a
regional ecananty into a number of identifiable industrial and final demand
sectors, and shows the interrelationships among them. Using this matrix of
intersector flows, mathematical manipulation can be used to derive multiplier
values for each sector that take account of both. the direct and. indirect
effects of an exogenous change, plus any induced changes in income resulting
from increased consumer spending. Depending upon the data base used,
multipliers related to sales, income or employment can be derived  Isard,
3.960!. As Berry has pointed out:

The problems of this kind of an analysis are many. Some are similar
to those of economic base analysis. Data on interindustry flows are
scarce. Linear homogenous relationships do not necessariig obtain, and
technical coefficients may well be unstable through time. Production
functions may be irre~ and stepped or "lumpy" rather than continuous
over time. On the other hand, the input-output method of analysis is
more general than the economic base method. It spells out specific



multipliers for each industry. Hence, when used. in the correct context,
it may provide findings of considerable value  Berry, 1967, p. 26!.

These conceptual issues, along with the fact that the model is usually applied
by forecasting exogenous' the primary impacts, raise a ma!or empirical
problem for the use of the method.. Input-output analysis is high+ restrictive
in terms of data requirements and. can, thus, be both time consuming and. expen-
sive ta implement for regional areas. Use of national models, as a proxy
for regional input-output analysis, is far fram satisfactory because of the
need ta ignore the trade relationships for the region. No satisfactory answer
to this problem is available. A rough approximation of regional mQ.tipliers
can be obtained for a region by camparing it to a similar region s! in ecanamic
size far which models have previously been derived,. However, this is usual+
not a satisfactary method of determining impacts on the various econamic sectars
because of regianal diff'erences. As a result of such data prablemsj mast
input-output studies are und.ertaken only if a variety of' potential uses can
be seen for the resu1t.

Long Island Nultipllers: Given the resource and. timing constraints imposed
on this study effort, we will derive a set of multipliers f' or the Lang Island.
area using an ecanamic base anajysis. These values will provide ane indicator
of the economic integration of the region and. of the aggregate effect resulting
from exogenous economic influences. Although the economic base analysis approach
has a number of problems, as indicated above, it has been found by other
empirical studies that the aggregate multiplier derived fram this form of
anaQsis will be approximately equivalent to the ag~re ,'ate multiplier fry
an input-output study of the same region  Isard and. Czamanski, 1965; U. S.
Army Corps of Engineers, 1969!. Therefore, the values derived here may be
no less valid than ones that could be obtained fram a costly input-autput
ana3Zsis. However, because of the aggregate nature of the resulting multipliers
caution should be exercised. in their use with respect to specific exogenous
changes, like those which may be forthcoming fram OCS development.

The basic and service sectors of the Long Island economy were delineated
on the basis of availabl,e quantitative evidence and sub!ective !udgment  when
that evidence was mixed.!. For most Standard. Industrial Classification  SIC!
categories, a clear delineation af activity by the basic or service category
could be carried. out, First hand. knowledge of the activities being consi.dered,
other published infazmetion, and informatian abtained fry regional studies
vere utilized. for this purpose. Far "mixed." sectors, the location quotient
 Table 14! was used as a primary basis for allocating a sector's activity
between the basic and service components. However, that quotient was modified
when other available information indicated that it provided misleading results
for the region in question. Federal and state government activity was allocated
to the basic or export sector while local government activity was considered a
portion of the service campanent of the econcmy. Fax ale. sectors, employment
data was used as the common denominator in determining the magnitude of econaeic
activity present. In all cases, 1972 information was utilized because of its
availability fram the various data sources employed.

Table 19 summarizes the basic and service employment by SIC cade sector
for Nassau Caunty. The governmental portion of local econamic activity is
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Table

Basic ServiceSectorSIC Code

1634
85

152
4066

3553
15976

1016

1055

1823
4646
1459
1662
2618

3369
2904
2356

858
1024
6528
6329

17871
14S34

4067
1646

1459

6069

4388

2265
3664
4941

495
107
757

7592
4428

27185
2531

14698
11428

9791
7458
5047

17624
9634
7343
2557

825
6639
3087

1164
189

5683
623

6644
6582

1057

07
09
14
15
16
17
19
20
22

23
24
25
26
27
28

30
32

33
34
35
36
37
38
39
41
42
44
45
4.7
48
49
50
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62

63
64

19.--Basic and Service Bnployment Distribution in Nassau County by SIC
Code Sectora

�972!
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Table 19. � Con't.

ServiceSIC Code Sector Basic

1456

2700
1492

3585

Admini strative 8c Auxiliary
Government

Sub - Total

91
92
93

Total

+ 14,635
+ 10,202

Federal Government

State Government

Local Government

141,029 339> 721

Data sources include Count Business Patterns 1 72 U. S. Department of
Commerce  J~ 1973!, pp. 99-1, -172 and. A Profile of the Nassau-Suffolk
Labor Force, Nassau-Suffo1k Regional Planning Board, 1973, p. 15.

65
66
67
70
72
73
75
76
78
79
80
81
82
86
89

6091
266
265
215
510

U.147
3517
1978
1560
3121

21619
1655
6403
6917
4559
6252



displayed separately at the bottom of the table. In Table 20, similar
infoxmation is shown for Suffolk County. Table 21 summarizes the results
for the two counties and. Table 22 shaws the relevant multiplier values with
and. without governmental activity being includ.ed.. Finally, Tables 14 and.
23 shaw the location coefficient and. the employment concentrations for each
sector, respectively. Both sets of values were utilized, in determining the
allocation of the individual sectors' total employment between the basic
and service aspects.

Table 22 indicates that if 100 man years of labor are newly employed
within the Long Island region to service an export demand., an additional
226 man years of economic activity waujd be expected. as a result of the
multiplier  or round-by-round respending! effect. Inclusion of the
governmental sectors in the analysis, however, reduces the multiplier so
that only 218 additional persons would be employed. This results fram the
change in the basic to service ratio. The appropriate multiplier to
utilize depends upon one's judgment with respect to increased governmental
employment due to exogenous changes in imports. If proportional increases
in the respective governmental sectors could be anticipated, the multiplier
value derived fram the inclusion of the governmental sectors would appear
most apprapriate. Hawever, this is usually considered a rather heroic
assumption. Consequently, the governmental sector is often exc1uded. fram
consideration in this type of ana+sis. In any case, the differences shown
are relatively small and, given the other uncertainties present, any choice
would surely be spurious accuracy.

Although the overall regional multiplier appears to lie between the
multiplier values for the respective counties, this is probably not an
accurate representation of the real world. Rather, it appears ta be largely
due to the fact that the delineation of economic sectors, within the respec-
tive counties, by export and service components, was done on a regional
rather than caunty-by-county basis. As a result, the multiplier values
displayed. for the individual counties are probably overstated. The overall
multiplier value for the region would be accurate given the methodology
utilized,.

The values shawn in Table 22 can be utilized in conjunction with the
primary export effects of AOCS leasing to approximate an overall employment
and sales impact on the Lang island region. That is, the total  direct,
indirect and induced.! effect of changes in final demand for Long Island
products and services would. approximate+ equal the direct effect times the
appropriate multiplier value. In that regard, the values in Table 15
and the discussion of employment impacts in that same section are relevant.
Total employment or sales impacts are not to be considered as net changes
in regional income. On+ that portion which can be classified as regional
value added would change the net income. Since direct environmental dis-
benefits were not quantitatively determined, na link between this direct-
indirect re1ationship can be displayed.
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ServiceSZC Code BasicSector

1208
>82

79
1907
1530
7806

07
09
14
15
16
17
19
20

22

23
24
25
26
27
28
30
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
41
42

45
47
48

49
50
52

53

55

57
58
59
60
61
62

63
64

1472
5115

309
1007
983

2618
796

1661
1032

596
4284
3200

13508
4299
1726

860

1303

2398
1832

326
>65
151

4233
2469
9952
1554
6999

5494
3469
1889
8390
5735

745
212

293o
789

130

314
3570
4691
434

621

Table 20.--Basic and Service Enployment Distribvbian in Suffolk Caunty by SIC
Code Sectora

�972!



Table 20. --Con't.

ServiceSectorSIC Code Basic

828

85

398
2810

Administrative 8c Auxiliary
Government

124, 15358,292
+12, 157
+22,609

Sub- Total

91
92
93

F ed.eral Government
State Government

Local Government

171, 19493,058Total

Data sources include Count Business Patterns 1 72, U. S. Department of
Commerce  July 1973!, pp. 99-1 , 1 -172 and A Profile of the Nassau-SuffoHc
Labor Force Nassau-Suffolk Regional Plaming Board, 1973, p. 15.

65
66
70
72

73
75
76
78
79
80
81
82
86
89

1841
152
367

2815
5307
1318
1171

846
1486

10293
1026
2971
2918
3435
2728



Table 22. � Nassau-Suffolk Region Economic Base MultipUers

�9~!

County Without Government With Government

3.41Nassau

Suffolk

Nassau- Stiff oak

3 33

2. 843. 13

3.183. 26

Table 21.--Basic and Service Employment Totals for Nassau-Suffolk Counties

�972!



Percent

Hnployment of TotalSector

7. 78

6. 58

5. 79

5. 70.

5. 11

5 03

4. 68

4. 23

2.85

2. 79

2. 35

2. 15

2. 05

1. 98

l. 96

9. 835 l. 79

9,769 1. 77

9,761 l. 77

l. 749,569

1. 739> 529

1. 699. 325

Table 23. --Nassau-Suf folk Employment Concentrations

�972!

1 Wholesale Trad.e

2 Medical and. Other Health Servt,ces

3 General Merchandise

4 Electrical Equipment and Supplies

Food. Stores

6 Eating and. Drinking Places

7 Miscellaneous Business Services

8 Transportation Equipment

9 Specia1 Trade Contractors

10 Automotive Dealers and Service Stations

ll Miscellaneous Hetail Stores

l2 Educational Services

13 Communication

14 Banking

15 Apparel and. Accessory Stores

16 Fabricated Metal Products

17 Nonprofit Membership Organizations

18 Chemicals and. Allied Products

18 Apparel and Other Textile Products

19 Insurance Carriers

20 Machinery, Except Electrical

2l Personal Services

42,820

31, 911

31>379

28,144

27,692

25~791

24,524

23,282

15>719

15, 369

12.959

11,825

11,281

10, 927

10,812
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Table 23. � Con

Percent

Employment of TotalSector

7,994 1.4522 Miscellaneous Services

23 Real Estate

24 Amusement and Recreation Services

25 General Building Contractors

26 Furniture and Hase Furnishings Stores

27 Electric, Gas and. Sanitary Service

1. 447p932

1.407. 705

7,466

1.266,935

6,897 1. 25

6,77328 Trucking and Warehousing 1 23

6,062 1. 10

5. 987 l. 09

l. 055. 793

5,083

5~ 022

4,835

.91

34 Auto Repair, Services and Garnes

4,77l35 h5scellaneous Manufacturing Industries

36 Rubber and. Plastic Products

37 Insurance Agents, Brokers and. Service

" 4,017 ~ 73

3,876 .70

3,601 .6538 Paper snd Allied Products

39 Lumber and Wood Products .643,536

40 Textile Mill Products

40 Credit Agencies other than BaxQra

42 RL scellaneous Repair Services

43 Hotels and Other Lodging Places

44 Pool and. Kindred Products

45 Legal Services

.603g 295

.6035302

3, 149 ~ 57

2,866 ~ 52

2~ 793 .51

.492,681

29 Local and Interurban Passenger Transit

30 Printing and Publishing

31 Instruments and Related Products

32 Heavy Construction Contractors

33 Building Materials and Faxm Sgiyment
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Table 23. --Con't,

Percent

Employment of TotalSector

.4846 Furniture snd Fixtures

47 Motion Pictures

48 Agricultural Services and Hunting

48 Stone, Clay and Glass Products

50 Primary Metal Industries

51 Transportation by Air

51 Ordnance and Accessories

53 Transportation Services

54 Security, Commodity Brokers and. Services

55 Water Transportation

56 Combined. Real Estate, Insurance, Etc.

57 Fisheries

58 Nonmetallic Minerals, Except Fuels

2,669

2,406

20022 .37

2,056 ~ 37

1,620 .29

.283.,566

.28l. 523

.201, 097

1, 037 .19

821

418

267 .05

~ 04231

Source: Count Business Patterns 1 73,  Washington: GPO!, 1973.



Net Fiscal Burd,en: Because energy resources are not equally spzead throughout
the country, develoynent of any one resource location may cause regional
dislocations and. inequaU.ties. It has been argued that leasing imposes a
net fiscal burden on the Jurisdictions surrc~ng or ~acent to leased
acreage. Hequirements for schools, hospitals, txansportation systems and
other infrastructure necessary to service development activity occurring in
leasing areas, along with the increased wozk force and. associated population,
may require pubs.c revenues in exces8 of those raised. by additioinal taxes.
In addition, advezse environmental impacts may result in regional disbenefits
to such industries as recreation and fisheries, and. to the public as a whole.

The DepL'ringent of the Interiox has long argued that, for the average
state or region, no net fiscal burden was generated. by activities such as
offshore leasing. The claim is that the increase in econanic activity due
to leasing also increases revenue through the tax system  U. 8. Congress,
Senate, 1972, pp. 77-79!. However, due to the distzi'bution of economic
activity across the nation and because of different socioeconamic characteris-
tics of specific labor forces involved, the net impacts ax'e likely to vary
widely. Gulf coast states, for example, may achieve substantial benefits fran
Atlantic coast drilling because most of the support industry is already
located. in that region. However, this does not necessarily provide an
indication of net fiscal 'burden for the respective regions. The net fiscal
burden for a specific political entity would equal the difference .between
pubic funds required to provide necessary public services for the increased
economic activity due to leasing and the increased revenue raised through
the tax system because of this activity. Obviously, two re+ons with
comparable requirements for increased pubic services and. comparable increases
in economic activity may differ wide+ with respect to net fiscal burden.
The tax base and. tax structure in place in a given region will be, ceteris
Q~g, the determining factor. Many east coast locations, such as Long
Island., with well developed. tax bases and. high tax rates are in a position
to take better advantage of any increase in econoad.c activity due to OCB
leasing.

As indicated above, however, the total impacts  direct and indirect!
on Lcng Island of AOCS leasing appear to be minimal given the current
population, work force, regional income and gross output. Aside fram the
potential increase in public services which may be required, due ta possible
oil spills, the magnitude of possi'ble employment and sales increases due to
leasing activity does not appear sufficient to ovezburden existing infra-
structuree.

Politically, howevez, demands have been building for same time for
sharing the revenues due'to leasing activity on the public dcanain. The
problem is twofold. First, it is the "public" domain so that those areas
not ad!acent to leased areas may also- have a, legitimate cXaim on any shared
revenue. Second, the dezivation of an equitable formula for canpensating
impacted. states or regions is canplex and. often difficult to implement.
Ideally, those suffering a net fiscal burden should be compensated; but,
conversely, those benefiting should be wi11ing to aid in this compensation.
Then, any across-the-board revenue sharing  to aU. states! could 'be done
equitab+. axe measurement problems involved, however, are both severe and.
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intertwined with jurisdictional questions. And naw that leasing activity
has begun to generate substantial amounts of government revenue on a sus-
tained. basis, these problems wil1 beche major political issues. In the end/
a satisfactory fo~ wiU. have ta be found. for revenue sharing. Society
does not appear ready ta accept the equity impU.catians of our current
appraach to this problem. Coupled, with proper environmental safeguards,
a satisfactory solution to the regianal questions now being raised may be
the single most important political factor in establishing a long term campre-
hensive leasing palicy.

Congress apparently recognized. 'his fact as far back as 1920 when they
passed the Mineral Leasing Act. This legislation allocated 37. 5 percent
of the federal revenues collected fram ail shale, coal and onshore petroleum
development back to the affected. states far use in financing schaols,
hospitals and highways. An additional 52.5 percent was credited to the
Reclamation Fund which is, in essence, used. for development of productive
agricujtural activity in the western states  those most affected by the
1920 act!. If a camparable amount of federal revenue was shared, fram OCS
leasing, $276 million of revenue could be generated, from the Long Island
impact ares, f' or the areas having jurisdiction. This value is calculated on
the basis of a 37. 5 percent return of' total royalties and. bonuses discounted
at an annual rate of 12 percent. It is based upon aur previously described
hypothetical leasing schedule for pooling assumption number one. '1he values
would. be somewhat lower for pooling assumption number two.

Conclusions: Given the above conceptual and descriptive discussions,
we are now in a position to suaanmize the potential economic impacts of
hydrocarbon development in the Atlantic Outer Continental Shelf on the Long
Island region. Gener~ speaking, the potential for econmic impact
depend.s upon the industrial structure af the region, regional unemployment,
manpawer need.s, the availability af trained personnel and the locatian of
the productive activity. We have hypothesized that exploration and production
of hydrocarbon resources we%. take place within the market supply area of
the Long Island region. Hawever, we have also shown that it is unlikely
that refineries will be lacated within that region.

It is important to note that the analysis of refinery 1ocation in
many ways predetermines our impact results since the most significant
lang term regional effects of oil and gas production are promoted primari+
through the operation of refineries and. associated petrochenical complexes.
The second most significant impact takes place through the direct linkages
between offshore activities and the supp~ of factors af' production.. We
have seen that oil and gas exploration and. production is highly capital
intensive. For each dollar's warth of petroleum and natural gas produced.,
less than six cents goes directly to labor. Thus, the direct employment
in the offshore areas and the onshore support force for that activity would
tend to result in relatively minor population increases for the regions
affected,. Coupled with the fact that much of this labor force is high+
mobile, temporary and. apt to be spread smang several coastal bases of
operations, regional impacts for Long Island due to population or labor
force changes appear small.
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Increased sales potential for regional econand.c sectors d.oes appear
possible if those sectors can be ccarpetitive as a saurce of supply for
offshore activity. Our ana1ysis has indicated that the maxhnum potential
impact for such increase in regional sales over a 3l year leasing, d.evelop-
mant and. productian period. would be g6g mi.llion. Given a relatively high
econanic base multiplier  greater than 3!, we can assume that the Lang Xsland
econ~ would. generally "capture" many of the indizect effects praaoted by
this increase in sa1es. On the other hand., many of the factors that are
required far ail and natural gas explozatian-production are higtQy speOial-
ised  e. g., zig and. platform fabrication! and are nat indigenous to the
Lang Xsland economy. Thus, the ~t fnan such activities on the region
would be negligible and was nat included in the potential sales increase
which might accrue to the regian.

Xn conclusion, the total ecanamic impact of AOCS leasing activity on
Long Xsland. vill probab~ he relative+ minor. Many of the factors that would
prcmate a more substantial ~t  e. g., refinery operations, r5.g and plat-
form fabrication, and the availabi&ty of' highly s&lled petroleum oriented
labor! will not be found on Long Xsland.. The as yet Qmknawn potential in the
equation relates to environmentally induced disbenefits. Although aur
ana3zsis has indicated the process required to estimate such impacts, sufficient
information is not current~ available to determine their probable econanic
effect. Xt is clear, that as exp1oratian activity takes place closer ta the
region's shoreline, the probabi15.ty af environmental ~e fraa possible
oil spills increases. Additiana1 infozmatian on the question surromuB.ng
pzabable ~es frcm such spi13.s seems to be an important aspect of any
future research. Without additional physical data, econanic forecasting will
be difficu1t.



EFFECTS OP INFORMATION CONSTRAINTS

As the reader is by now, no doubt, aware, this ana+sis is fraught
with uncertainty. In same cases the uncertainty is so large that quantitative
impact estimates would be rendered meaningless and were not attempted. Yet,
in other areas, the ana~sis was canducted even though high uncertainty re-
mained. In this chapter, the entire effart wi11 be cast in the light of
this uncertainty.

Uncertainty due to inadequate geo1ogic information, due to changing
technology, and derived fram the process of impact estimation will be
discussed.. In general, we will conclude that the level of uncertainty is
such that bath the quantitative and, qualitative estimates must be viewed
and used. with caution. Nonetheless, in the everyday world., decisions
must be made based on the best available information regardless of its
inherent uncertainty. In this paper, we have tried to depict what might
be the economic impacts of AOCS drilling and production. Now it is incum-
bent upon us to also discuss the uncertainties in our estimates. The
politica1 decisions regarding AOCS production are extreme+ important to
a large number of U. S. citizens, and the decision makers should have
knowledge of both what the l5.kely impacts are to be and the uncertainty
inherent in those impact estimates.

In terms of reserve estimates, especially relating ta the Long Island
impact area, it is easier ta state what we know with certainty: nothing.
Reserve estimates for the entire AOCS have been derived by extrapolating fram
areas in the U. S. with similar geologic structure. 'Ihe extrapolation is
performed. by ccerparing the oil recovered over large areas of the U. S. with
a known volume of sedimentary rock to the estimated volume of sedimentary
rock below the AOCS. In other word.s, an oil recovery factor  barrels/cubic
mile of sedimentary rock! is multiplied by the estimated. AOCS volume of
sedimentary rock to produce an estimate of recoverable oil. The validity
of the technique depends on the size of the area for which the pro!ection
is being made, among other factors. When extrapolating over very lax'ge
ares.s, such as the entire 7g miDion acre AOCS fram areas af somewhat
similar geologic formation, reasonable estimates of recoverable reserves
can be obtained. In similar geologic areas, the formation of oil pools
may be viewed. as a stochastic process, and extrapolation of an average rate
to a large area may produce reliable estimates  by the law of large numbers!.
However, when this technique is applied to small areas, the condition of
1arge numbers is violated and. the resulting estimates are of dubious
validity. Hence, the quantitative reserve figuxes developed. in this paper
for the Long Island impact area should. be viewed, as mere+ hypothetical
numbers taken for purposes of illustration, There is no way of' developing
better estimates until exploratory drilling is undertaken in the area.

A decision on AOCS leasing must inevitably consider the consequences
of future technical change. Technology assessment is one of the more diffi-
cult areas of ana~sis because the uncertainty is so high. Often technology

We are here abstracting fxam the debate between advocates of the
volumetric and znathematical approaches to reserve estimation.



is y,ssumed constant, because no basis can be established far alternative
assumptioas, or because it is unclear haw the new technology would affect
prior statistical x'esults  as ia Devaaney and Stewart, Apri1 1974!. However,
in fields with rapid3y changing technology such as AOCS drilliag aud pro-
ductian, this assumption is clear3y in erxar and leads. to a bias in the
results. All that can be done is ta recognize this bias, point aut to
decision makers the dixectioa af the bias, aad pxesent ~ professional
Jmigements on how impartant it may be. For AGCS praduction, the results
of oi3. spill statistics are clearly biased. aa the 'tggh side if new technology
and production regulatians are taken into cansideratioe. The, authors have
ao idea what the magnitude of the bias md.ght be. It can be said that the
histotical statistics probab3y represent the worst case in texas of spiU.
probabilities.

Anothex axea of uncertainty is in the process of estimating econcmic
impacts. Long Island is clear3y an apea ecoaany in that goods aad. services
are free+ trad,ed with surrounding areas and other parts of the country to
yield, the consumpticm and production packages of Long Islsaders. In canpara-
tive statiC eCancmic ~sis, it is very difficult to freese" this QlmLmic
process ta project  and isolate! the ecanaiiic costs aad. benefits that accrue
to Long Island alone fran regional develapments. The resultiag estimates are
highly uncertain since a number of limiting assumptions must be made either
because af data problems ax because af the aature af the amL3ytic pracess.
itself. This uncertainty results fran say regioaa3. aaa3vsis, but is ccmpouaded
when the region is small and when the cpmntitative inputs to the ~mis
are also high3y uncertain.

The final ~or area of uiceitaiaty, and in a sense the largest, is
uncertainty regardiag future develapxneat ia the Long Island region in the
absence of any AOCS leasing and drilling. What would be the ecoaanic impacts
an Long Island of increases ia imported oi3., especial3y oil imported thxough
nearby partst- What would be the incidence of tanker oil spig.s reachiag
Lang Island because af increased volume of imports7 . These and ather questions
must be aasw'ered b'efore ecananic, sech@. and envircemiental develapnent
patterns caa be pro!ected in the absence of AOCS leasiag. Then, aad only
then, can the correct camparisan between the conditions with.AOCS leasing
and the conditions without the 3.easing be made. In thidzeg~, all analytic
efforts to date haveeeeso sorely laeltlod, prdsssrlly Oeoaase of data 11adta-
tions and. the expense af the task involved. This Hmitatian shau1d. be borne
in mind when the xesults af this and othex s~rses are applied to the Loag
IslsxLd situaticm.

Despite the high degree of uncertainty an pro!ected impacts, govern-
ment pohcy decisions an AOCS leasiag can aad will be made. Fortunately,
the AOCS poU.cy questions da not demand simple, uniform and, for all time
answers.. If leasing is undertaken, it will take place on selected tracts
over a period of years. Selectloa of' lease areas aad lease tracts caa in-
corporate not oa3y prospective reserve information but also data on potentia3.
eavircennental aad. regional ecaaanic consequences. Via the political aad
gud5.cial processes, localities can appose or encourage leasing ia aay given
area. It is hoped. that the ana3ysis in this study, and. the other studied'
which have preceded it, wiD, assist government officia3.s in the Lang Island
area to establish and advocate a posture which ie in the best interest of
their citizens.
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